
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NASSAU

SUSANNE GOLD-SMITH,
IPROPOSEDI VERIFIED

Plaintiff, FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT

-against-

Index No.: 605623/2019

RICHARD CUSTODIO, YANTI a/k/a MIKE GREENE,
MICHAEL GREENE & ASSOCIATES LLC, SAUL B.

ROTH, TYRONE DUX, TY DUX INC., and FERDINAND

a/k/a FRED CARAVOUSANOS,

Defendants.

Plaintiff SUSANNE GOLD-SMITH ("Plaintiff"
or "S.-.... "), by her attorneys, Daniel

Szalkiewicz & Associates, P.C., as and for her Second A=an 'cd Verified Complaint, against

RICHARD CUSTODIO ("Castedie"); YANTI A/K/A MIKE GREENE and MICHAEL

GREENE & ASSOCIATES LLC ("Greene"); SAUL B. ROTH ("Roth"); TYRONE DUX and

TY DUX INC. ("Dux"); FERDINAND A/K/A FRED CARAVOUSANOS ("Caravoncanac"
and

jointly with Custadio, Greene, Roth, and Dux, "Defeñdants") hereby states and alleges as

follows.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Defendants are Former NYPD,Nassau County Police Officers,Licensed Private Investigators

1. Defcñdañts, who inchule former NYPD and Nassau County police officers and

licensed private investigators, were hired by International Investigative Group LLC ("IIG"), a

New York State licensed private investigative agency, and assigñcd to surveil Plaintiff for

ongoing litigation in which she and her husband were involved. During their investigation of
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Plaintiff, the Defendants broke the cardinal rule of covert surveillance: never interact with the

subject.
Defendants'

contact with Plaintiff was not iññacent or incidmtal; it went far beyond

simply collecting surveillance information for an investigation for which they were hired and

resulted in a series of sexual assaults and rapes. Ultimately, Defendants exploited the inherently

unequal power dynamic that exists between subject and private investigator in ways that served

Defcñdañts and the investigative agcñcy for whom they worked for and, as a result, took

advantage of Plaintiff.

HG Investigators Struggle to Effectively Surveil Plaintiff

2. The investigation began in 2016, when Plaintiff's husband and his attorneys

retained the services of IIG. For months, IIG struggled to effectively surveil Plaintiff and she

immediately recognized the
investigators'

presence. At the time, IIG convinced their client that

more investigators and more hours were needed to reduce the chance of losing Plaintiff. The

increased manpower did little to improve the success of the investigation and only further

intirnida+ad Plaintiff; despite additional investigators, difficulties persisted.

3. Since IIG's investigators continued losing Plaintiff fairly often, Defendants

determined a different approach was needed quickly.

4. IIG began encouraging their investigators to interact with the subject and form

close personal relationsMps with her. For IIG's immediate purposes, their plan worked; Plaintiff

became more cooperative with the investigators and less likely to evade them.

5. This new approach to Plaintiff's investigation drama±ically lesscñcd the

difficulties involved in surveilliñg a subject whom IIG considered to be evasive. Rather than

ms-± covert watch over Plaintiff, they simply pressured her to provide them with advance

notice of her daily itinerary. Rather than being stationed at five different points around her
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house, only one investigator accded to be present. By chañging the approach to the

investigation, Defendants did far less work, made more money, and were lauded by IIG.

6. Combined with their heny paychecks and the ease of the investigation resulting

from Plaintiff's forced compliance, the investigators evcñnisily lost all semblance of

professionalism. Investigators conmmed hard liquor on the job, carried on the party at strip

clubs, solicited prostitutes, used illegal drugs, and had sex in vehicles and hotels used by them

for surveillañcc. IIG's CEO Dan Ribacoff described it best: "everyone is making more money

that they ever could on another
case."

The levels of debsuchmf the investigators resched while

working Plaintiff's case were considerable.

Plaintiff is Raped by HG Investigators Yanti Mike Greene and Richard Custodio

7. In January of 2018, aner weeks of inappropriate contact, HG investigator Richard

Custodio entered PlaintifPs home and raped her. Text messages confirm that the morning aner

the rape, Custodio found himself stuck inside Plaintiff's home. Worried he would be caught by

other investigators arriving for their morning shia, Custodic frantically contacted Greene for

assistance on how best to exit Plaintiff's home withõüt being discovered. Custodio confirmed

later that day that his criminal conduct toward Plaintiff was "going get me in
trouble"

and he

would "back
off."

Instead of termiss6ng Custodio, HG praised him for his
"dedication"

to the

investigation, endorsing his conduct and emboldening other investigators to engage in similar

inappropriate activity with the subject of the investigation.

8. Investigator and former NYPD detective Yanti Mike Greene played a central role

in the investigation aner suggesting to HG, back in August of 2017, that the investigators

"befricñd"
Plaintiff. In December of 2017, according to text messãges sent by Greene, he

approached Plaintiff, "twisted her
brain,"

and convinced her that HG's investigators "were the
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good
guys"

among other things. Soon thereaRer, Plaintiff became more cooperative and less

evasive with Greene and the other investigators. As Greene described it, the investigation was

r-
-g more smeathly, and he had turned it "180

degrees"
aner his discussion with Plaintiff.

9. Soon aner being raped by Custodia, Plaintiff began making plans to sue IIG for

damages. Greene, always eager to be the hero, informed IIG that he had a plan to "shut
down"

Plaintiff's lawsuit against them; IIG quickly gave Greene the go ahead. Within days of IIG

demanding recordings of his interactions with Plaintiff, Greene raped her in the back of a parking

lot near her home. The following month, Greene raped Plaintiff again while she was

incapacitated, this time satisfying IIG's request for audiovisual proof of their interactions by

recording the rape with his iPhone.

Plaintiff is Sexually Assaulted by Investigators Tyrone Dux, Saul Roth, Fred Caravousanos

10. Three more investigators and former police officers, Tyrone Dux, Ferdinand

"Fred"
Caravousanos, and Saul Roth, all sexually assaulted Plaintiff while surveilling her at

different venues.

11. Defendante cc-- "-d these acts, despite being fully aware that Plaintiff was the

subject of the investigation for which they were hired and was suffering from residual effects,

impairments, and challenges related to the 18-hour surgical repair of her Arterial Venous

Malformation ("AVM"), a type of brain aneurism which hemorrhaged several years earlier.

Greene's Efforts to Conceal His Rape of Plaintiff and Other Defendants' Crimes

12. Upon information and belief, in May 2020, in an anempt to conceal his crimes

and bolster his false accusations against Plaintiff, Greene destroyed his iPhone and acicted his

iCloud backup cc:tig ñümcrous investigation-related text messages and original,
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nonconsensual video recordings of Greene raping Plaintiff. The intentional destruction of

critical evidcñce led to a motion to hold Greene in both criminal and civil contempt in the

ongoing action agaiñst him, and the court has ordered a hearing.

13. Despite Greene's considerable efforts to destroy critical evidence and conceal

Plaintiff's rape, forensically recovered text messages and internal ce-rsations from

Greene's remaining iCloud backup dernanstrate significant inappropriate subject contact, which

led to sexual assaults and other crimes IIG's investigators cc-mitted upon Plaintiff with IIG's

knowledge and blessing.

14. Worse yet, the limited footage of Plaintiff's rape initially turned over to counsel

for the parties was intentianally and decepnvely edited by Greene in a manner designed to

mislead viewers as to events that occurred that night. Review of the original footage recovered

from his iCloud backup revealed that Greene perjured himself by cc.ñccaling and cutting large

segmcñts of the illegal recordings containing visual evidence of a dishcveled and visibly

catatonic Plaintiff, clearly unabic to consent to the filming or rape.

15. As a result of
Defendants'

heinous and predatory acts, Plaintiff has been

irreparably traumatized.

THE PARTIES

16. At all times hcrciñafter mentioned, Plaintiff was and still is a resident of the

County of Nassau, State of New York.

17. Upon informátion and belief, Defendant Custodio is a resident of the State of New

York and ec--ducd tortious acts within New York.

18. Upon information and belief, Defendant Roth is a resident of the State of New

York and cer±ed tortious acts within New York.
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19. Upon information and belief, Defendant Tyrone Dux is a residcñt of the State of

New York and cc=-z":d tortious acts within New York.

20. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ty Dux Inc. is a domestic corporation

organized under and existing by virtue of the laws of the State of New York.

21. Upon information and belief, Defendet Ty Dux Inc. employed, hired, coñtrolled

Defendant Dux.

22. Upon information and belief, Defendet Ty Dux Inc. was also reept.ñ ible for the

operation, practices, retention, hiring, supervision, training, control and discipline of Defcñdat

Tyrone Dux.

23. Upon information and belief, Defendant Tyrone Dux was at all times herein

mentioned acting in such capacity as the agent, servant and employee of Defcedat Ty Dux Inc.

24. Upon information and belief, Defendet Tyrone Dux was at all times herein

mentioned duly appointed and acting as an investigator by Defeñdat Ty Dux Inc.

25. Upon information and belief, Defendet Tyrone Dux was at all times herein

mentioned acting for the benefit of Defendant Ty Dux Inc.

26. Upon information and belief, Defeñdañt Yanti Mike Greene is a resident of the

State of New York and comWed tortious acts within New York.

27. Upon information and belief, Defendant Michael Greene & Associates LLC is a

domestic limited
liability company organized under and existing by virtue of the laws of the

State of New York

28. Upon information and belief, Defeñdañt Michael Greene & Associaics LLC

employed, hired, controlled Defendant Yanti Mike Greene.
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29. Upon information and belief, Defeñdst Michael Greene & Assóolates LLC was

also responsible for the operation, practices, retention, hiring, supervision, tra_ining, control and

discipline of Defendant Yanti Mike Greene.

30. Upon information and belief, Defcñdet Yanti Mike Greene was at all times

herein mentioned acting in such capacity as the agent, servant and cmployee of Defendant

Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

31. Upon information and belief, Defendant Yanti Mike Greene was at all times

herein mentioned duly appointed and acting as an investigator by Defendant Michael Greene &

Associates LLC.

32. Upon information and belief, Defendant Yanti Mike Greene was at all times

herein mentioned acting for the benefit of Defendant Mi--h=A Greene & Associates LLC.

33. Upon information and belief, Defendant Caravousanos is a resident of the State of

New York and co-iMed tortious acts within New York.

BACKGROUND

-I-

Plaintiff and the Role of IIG's Investigators

34. In 2016, Plaintiff and her husband were going through a difficult and highly

contested divorce and custody battle. As part of the proceedings, Plaintiff's husband and his

amunoya retainM the services of IIG, a private investigation firm licensed by the State of New

York, and based in Rockville Centre, New York.

35. The surveinance was to be covert, with IIG and its investigators directed to obtain

video and photographic evidence of Plaintiff, without her knowledge, to refute certain claims for

use in the ongoing litigation.
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36. Plaintiff became aware of the survdil-ace and IIG's investigators almost

immediately.

37. Displeased with having them trail her every move, Plaintiff attempted to evade

the investigators and discourage them from surveilling her. Plaintiff's hope was that she would

make the
investigators'

inability to covertly surveil her so obvious and the investigation so

unproductive, that it would end.

38. As a result of their inability to effectively conduct the investigation, IIG was able

to c0ñvince their clients to increase the nurñber of investigators assigned to surveil Phintiff.

39. In late 2017, a battle of egos emerged among the existing and new investigators

assigñcd to surveil Plaintiff. Text messages evidcñce that the investigators were so absorbed

with sc to undermine each other that they continued losing Plaintiff fairly often.

40. Despite the increase in the ñümber of investigators assigned per shift, Plaintiff

still routinely evaded them. Each time, IIG was forced to report that up to eight investigators -

many of whom were former police and/or military personnel - assigacd to surveil a single

civilian, were unable to do so effectively.

8/30/2017 10:18:55 From: +15162045640 hey mike, think have to

AM(UTC-4) Lance_ribacoff cancel for this PM for
Participants: long island. Lost
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti subject already lol

Greene (owner),
+15162045640

Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)

8/30/2017 12:03:20 From: +13477120743 Ah damn it. - about

PM(UTC-4) (owner) losing her.
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640

Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)
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***

12/22/2017 12:49:06 From: +13477120743 She's busy today?

PM(UTC-5) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owner)

12/22/2017 12:49:20 From: +15162045640 yeah 1ost her but

PM(UTC-5) Lance_ri bacoff especi al 7 y for PM hours
Participants:
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owner)

41. Uñsürprisingly, after expending significant resources on surveinance only for IIG

to conks:"y fail to meet their objective, their client's patience was wearing thin.

42. Upon information and belief, IIG recognized their hefty contract with Plaintiff's

husband and his attaracys was at risk, and realized a new approach was secessary to se

their lucrative income stream.

-II-

The Power Dynamic Between Investigators and Subject

43. Four of the five Defeñ-i-ts (Greene, Dux, Caravousanos, and Roth) are former

NYPD and Nassau County police officers; the resMg Defendant Investigator (Custodio) is a

New York State licensed Private Investigator.

44. The Defce-i=.ñts were only five of the dozens of investigators assigned to surveil

Plaintiff over the course of the investigation. At amost any given point, up to eight investigatars

follõwed and photographed Plaintiff whcrcycr she went, sometimes parking outside her house
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during overnight shifts while she slept. The investigators reported Plaintiff's each and every

move to HG, who would in turn pass selected information on for use in ongoing litigation.

45. Plaintiff lived in a constant state of fear that something she had done or had failed

to do would be relayed by the Defendants as evidence against her in the 0ñgaing litigation.

Trippiñg while taking out the garbage may look like a drunken stumble, a late directional

indicator could be built into reckless driving, a glass of soda could be called an alcoholic

beverage; the possibilities were er.dless, and the investigators had complete discretion over what

was reported to HG.

46. Each day, Plaintiff was forced to exist at the mercy of a group of private

investigators and former police officers, with the ability to paint Plaintiff in a positive or negative

light, depending on her level of cooperation. Further, the Defcñdsts were given advance copies

of court documeets for service upon Plaintiff, prior to her being made aware of them, providing

investigators with knowledge of allegations made against her.

47. The
investigators'

possessi0ñ of these court documents, as well as information

that was, upon information and belief, provided to them by HG made Defendants aware of

Plaintiff's health issues. Since the investigation involved refuting certain disability claims, HG

and Defeñdañts were aware that Plaintiff suffered from the residual effects of an 18-hour surgical

repair of her Arterial Venous Malformation ("AVM"), a type of brain aneurism which had

hemorrhaged several years earlier.

48. Moreover, the Defeñdsts understood that what they reported to HG and how they

reported it could greatly affect Plaintiff financially, and potentially impact cüstudy-related issues

involving her minor child. De6=d==±s held considerable power over Plaintiff, with her future

almost entirely in their hands.
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49. Daf ==±s s±tñcd a
"pact"

among themselves regarding the exploitation of

Plaintiff. If ever confronted with incrimi==†ing allegations, each would come to the other's aid.

The existeñcc of this pact is supported by text messàges sent between the investigators.

50. For example, on Jañaary 6, 2018, shortly after Defendant Custodio was filmed

dining with Plaintiff by investigator James Marr, another IIG investigator, Tommy McNa-=-a,

turned to Greene for advice on "how we answer"
questions regarding Custodio's clearly

inappropriate interaction with Plaintiff. McNamara suggested that he would tell IIG "I saw no

interaction that excccded
platonic"

and Greene replied "Yeah just like
that[.]"

51. This pact amang investigators instilled a feeling of helplessness in Plaintiff, who

understood that if she ever came forward with the truth, the investigatars would always have

each other to back up their versions of inappropriate incidents, while Plaintiff had only herself.
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-III-

Investigators Begin Interacting with Phintiff

52. The Defcsdsts were aware of the inhcrcñtly unequal power dynamic that existed

between them and the subject and how it could be used to exploit Plaintiff. In August of 2017,

Greene proposed to Lance Ribacoff, International Operadens Manager of IIG, that IIG use an

investigator to
"befriend"

Plaintiff as a "ruse".

8/25/2017 From: Yanti Mike Grêêne Hey- just a thought. Have we ever

6:38:46 PM Participants: Yanti Greene considered someone actual7y
Lance Ribacoff engaging her at a restaurant, gym,

etc as a ruse? Befriend her.
Undercover. In an attempt to
establish some long term non

romantic situation.

8/25/2017 From: Lance Ribacoff You volunteering ;)
7:57:08 PM Participants: Yanti Greene

Lance Ribacoff)

53. As Lance Ribacoff did not initially take Greene's suggestion, the investigation

continued to struggle. Eventually, Greene's plan would be put into effect.

54. On December 23, 2017, Custodio aggressively followed Plaintiff at IIG's

direeden, and nearly collided with her, as she drove to a restaurant in Oyster Bay, New York.

55. Iññnediately following their near-miss, Plaintiff pulled her car to the side of the

road and sobbed within sight of several investigators, heludhg Custodio and Greene.

56. On December 26, 2017, Greene was tasked by IIG with serving Plaintiff with

legal papers. Having just wit-cssed Plaintiff's emotional breakdown following her near-e--C--n,

Greene seized on the perfect opportüñity to deliver the
investigators'

message to the subject.

Greene first served Plaintiff with court papers then cñgaged her in conversation, informing

Plaintiff that she had no choice but to accept the
investigators'

presence and the surveillañcc.
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Greene suggested that they could both benefit if Plaintiff stopped resisting them. Greene told

Plaintiff the more compliant she was, the more
"protected"

she would be in terms of what her

opposing counsel received from Greene and the others.

57. Greene's less than subtle underlying message was, of course, that if Plaintiff was

not comp'd:=t, the reports and survci"=e footage provided to HG by the investigators, would

not be so favorable, and actions such as Custodio's aggressive driving would continue.

58. Greene confirmed his conversation with Plaintiff and the subsequeñt increase in

surveillance success in a text he sent to Lance Ribacoff.

12/28/2017 10: 58:10 From: +13477120743 I see all has been seemingly
AM(UTC-5) (owner) good since "the squashing of

Participants: our
beef"

the other night and
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti my chat w her and her mom?? -

Greene (owner), as long as guys give her room

+15162045640 she's not going to drive crazy
Lance_ribacoff, etc anymore.

+13477120743 (owne r)

59. With Plaintiff no longer actively evading the investigators and HG no longer

regularly reporting failures, HG's contract with Plaintiff's husband and his attorneys was more

secure.

60. After Greene's initial contact, he and other Defendants began approaching

Plaintiff on a more regular basis. Mthough this üñor±Mox approach violated HG's own strict

no c0ñtact policies and most national industry g iM=cs and standards, it gave HG what they

accded to retain the clients and their lucrative contract. Text messages demanctrate that Greene

and other investigators were rewarded and commended after bringing firsthand information from

Plaintiff to HG. In addition to encouragement and praise, HG would often reward Greene and,
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upon information and belief, other investigators, with padded fraudulent hours and per i-sa to

double bill.

61. As the investigation continued and the hours and money rolled in, the Defendants

devolved. Text messages confirm that the Defcñdañts treated the investigation like a paid

vacation, cc:s hard liquor on the job, spending nights at strip clubs, using cocaine,

frequcñting prosdo2tes, and having sex in vehicles and hotels used by them for surveillar.ce.

Before long, the
investigators'

reladonship with Plaintiff became so f--2':= that IIG's CEO,

Dan Ribacoff asked the investigators if they were "investigating her or befricñding
her!?"

62. As recovered text messages rovooled, throughout the investigation, IIG never took

effective action to put an end to the rampant ongoing inappropriate conduct, which emboldeñed

Defendants to commit additional and increasingly unfathematic atrocities against Plaintiff.

-IV-
Defendants'

Relationship with Plaintiff

63. The nature of the investigation changed rapidly after Greene first approached

Plaintiff in late December 2018. Plaintiff was to follow the protocol laid out by Defend:=±: to

ensure the investigation ran smoothly.

64. Directives were clear, if any of the Defendants ever
"lost"

Plaintiff while

following her vehicle, she was instructed by
Defc=A:=± to pull over and turn on her hazard

lights so she could be easily located. similarly, if Plaintiff left her home in the morning and

noticed that one of the Defendants was asleep in his vehicle, she was instructed to wake that

investigator so he would not miss her Icaving. These practices ensured that the Defcsdst= no

longer had to report to IIG that they had lost the subject.
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65. Eventually, these scomingly small Amands led Defendants to take further

advañtage of Plaintiff. Defendants would request that Plaintiff dine at certain restaurants,

knowing the cost of their meals was covered by HG's cEents. Evcatnely, Defeñdants would

even join Plaintiff for meals by first staging her alone or with a friend, then sending the staged

photos or video to HG as surveillance evidence.

66. Initially, this practice was tedly beneficial; it ensured the Defendants would

have an easy psycheck and Plaintiff would feel like she was surroüñded by personal security

who would paint her in the best possible light.

67. As dch-iled below, after realizing how easily they could manipulate the Plaintiff

withest receiving pushback from HG, the Defendants continued to exploit boundaries to better

serve their depraved desires, ev-= y enmmitting crimiñal acts, including rape and sexual

assault.

.V.

Plaintiffs Underlying Fear of the Investigators

68. Plaintiff pessessed a deep-seated fear of the investigators since they were

imposing and threatening individüas, were typically armed, were former members of law

enforcement had the ability to evade prosecution, and had the power to throw her litigation in

one direction or the other, depending on her level of cooperation. Mindful of the
investigators'

power, Plaintiff always tried to maintin a friendly dispositian with those working her case to

ensure they would not retaliate. Following her rape by Custodie, one of the more violent

investigators, Plaintiff attempted to sue HG and stop the investigation. In undertaking litigation,

Plaintiff knew as she would be at extreme risk of retaMan sheald the degree of Custodio's and

the other
Defeñdañts'

inappropriate conduct became known and negatively affect them. To
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- - -be her risk, Plaintiff made the decision not to include the active investigators in her

lawsuit individually and sought their approval for court documcats prior to filing them.

5/24/2018 9:15:25 From: +15168359064 she showed me what the

PM(UTC-4) Saul- lance affidavit entails
To: +13477120743
To: +12039180301 James-

Kanye Marr-

5/24/2018 9:15:55 From: +13477120743 Oh yeah what?

PM(UTC-4) To: +12039180301 James-

Kanye Marr-

To: +15168359064 Saul-

lance

5/24/2018 9:18:00 From: +12039180301 Who did?

PM(UTC-4) James- Kanye Marr-

To: +13477120743
To: +15168359064 Saul-

lance

5/24/2018 9:18:17 From: +15168359064 no names except rich.

PM(UTC-4) Saul- lance nothing for us to worry
To: +13477120743 about. that they hire 10
To: +12039180301 James- agents to harsss her. she is
Kanye Marr- friendly w agents because

what you expect after years
we are all human. stockholm

syndrome feels safe w us as
bodyguards cause he's nuts
and obsessive and might ki 7 7
her

69. It was only after IIG was terM=±rd and iñteraction with her ceased that Plaintiff

felt safe enough to come forward and reveal the full extent of the heinous acts
cc-

d against

her by IIG's investigators.

A. Defendant Richard Custodio

70. Prior to any pers0ñal interaction with Plaintiff, Custodic. created a dynamic of fear

and intimidation when, while driviñg his red Kia during his shift, he nearly drove Plaintiff off the

road on December 23, 2017.
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71. Confirmiñg the near collision and Plaintiff's fear of Custodio, Greene relayed to

Custodio via text what Plaintiff told him: "the guy in the red kia was a
threat"

and he "tried to

knock [me] off the
road[.]"

Unbeknownst to Plaintiff at the time, the
"threat"

she referred to was,

in fact, Richard Castedie, the investigator who would rape her several days later.

12/28/2017 From: She actually told me the
10:22:37 AM To: +15164510802 Rich- lance guy in the red Kia was

(UTC-5) To: +15168359064 Saul- lance the threat

12/28/2017 From: Lol

10:22:39 AM To: +15164510802 Rich- lance

(UTC-5) To: +15168359064 Saul- 1ance

12/28/2017 From: Tried to knock her off
10:22:47 AM To: +15164510802 Rich- lance the road etc

(UTC-5) To: +15168359064 Saul- 1ance

12/28/2017 From: I said I don't know who
10:23:08 AM To: +15164510802 Rich- lance that is but I'll find out

(UTC-5) To: +15168359064 Saul- lance and make sure no one is
aggressive etc -

72. The incident with Custodio haunted Plaintiff. Days later, when she was no longer

alone, Plaintiff called 911 and reported Custedie's reckless and thrcxc=i=g driving to the police.

Responding to Plaintiff's call, the Oyster Bay Police confronted Cüstadic and Greene, who were

on duty that day. After speaking with Greene, the police officers told Plaintiff there was nothing

they could do. It became obvious to Plaintiff that Greene's status as a former NYPD detective

played a key role in the police's urrecil'i-g-ess to take any action against Custodia.

73. Upon information and belief, while taking âdvantage of Plaintiff's fcclings of

despair and hopelessñess at the time, Greene directed Custodio to
"befriend"

Plaintiff, exr'-2-2-g

to Lance Ribacoff that "Rich [was] probably good looking to an older and horny lonely
woman."

74. Soon thereafter, Castadio began approaching Plaintiff and forcing conversations

with her on a regular basis.
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75. On December 27, 2017, Custadio informed Roth and Greene via text that he

planacd to contact Plaintiff by phone, stating "Next time I'm going to slip her my number. So

she can call me when she's Icaving lol. Her private security has to be ready
haha."

For the next

several days, Custodio continued approaching and ingratiating himself with Plaintiff while

sur--cilling her, sharing details about his personal life and confidential information about the

investigation.

76. Shortly after their near coUsian on January 5, 2018, Plaintiff traveled to the Walt

Wª--- Mall in Huntington, New York. While there, Custodic and Roth followed Plaintiff into

the mall; --etside, several other investigators re-c.air.cd parked near Plaintiff's vehicle.

77. Custodio and Roth acenmp-Mcd Plaintiff into the Apple store, openly interacting

with her - much to Plaintiff's disbelief - now behaving as if they were all old friends.

78. Approximately two hours later, Plaintiff, Castadio, and Roth left the Apple store.

Castadio then requested that Plaintiff have lunch with him alone. Still rattled from their near

collision, fearful of Custodio, and assure of his intentions, Plaintiff reluctantly agreed and

proceeded into California Pizza Kitchen with Custodio.

79. During the course of the meal, Custodio offered Plaintiff intimate details about his

personal life, his relatinnchip with his wife, and his children. Custodio told Plaintiff he was

separated and living apart from his wife due to her infidelity, a fact which Plaintiff would later

learn was untrue. In an attempt to further gain Plaintiff's trust, Custodio volunteered more

confidential information about the investigation. When the disouasion was over, O. . J.- paid

for Plaintiff's meal and the two left the rectaurant
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80. With Custudio üñaware, IIG investigator James Marr ("Marr") recorded video of

Castadio dining with Plaintiff and posted that video on the "main
thread,"

a WhatsApp message

chain created and monitored by IIG's principals.

81. Text messages between Marr and Greene confirm that Marr initially misit=Sied

Custodio and "üñintentic.nally
burned"

him by scñding video evidcñce of Custodio interacting

with Plaintiff to IIG, with Greene remarking, "he fucking just ate lunch w her."

1/5/2018 2:29:42 From: H252hhahahahabhah25252552!!!!!!!!!!!

PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301
James- Kanye Marr-

1/5/2018 2:29:50 From: That was Rich- hahaahaaa

PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301
James- Kanye Marr-

1/5/2018 2:29:58 From: Unintentionally burned him

PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301
James- Kanye Marr-

***

1/5/2018 2:31:40 From: Well he keeps being told to stop
PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 getting too close w her

James- Kanye Marr-

1/5/2018 2 : 31:51 From: She gives us info- waves- ok

PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301
James- Kanye Marr-

1/5/2018 2:32:05 From: But he fucking just ate lunch w her

PM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 etc
James- Kanye Marr-

1/5/2018 2 : 32 : 28 From: +12039180301 I know. I was totally shocked

PM(UTC-5) James- Kanye Marr-

To:

1/5/2018 2 : 32 : 51 From: +12039180301 Practically shared a smoke lol

PM(UTC-5) James- Kanye Marr-

To:
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Custodio Trespasses on Plaintiff's Property and Enters Her Home

82. Later that evcñing, Custodio trespassed on Plaintiff's property and left a

handwritten note with a burner phone ñümber inside her mailbox. Custudio informed Plaintiff

that he had been caught interacting with her earlier in the day and offered to provide more details

inside her home later that evening; Plaintiff reluctantly agreed.

83. While inside Plaintiff's home, Custodie instilled more fear by confiding in

Plaintiff about his violent upbringing and tn -'tans past, and relayed confidential operational

details about her investigation. Custedie instructed Plaintiff that she was to leave her front door

unlocked whenever he was on duty in the evcñings and Plaintiff was home alone. CustMio

spoke with Plaintiff inside her home for hours until he finally left just before 5 a.m. the following

morning. Plaintiff's fear subsided once Custodio had left.

Plaintiff Attempts to Deter Castudio from Entering Her Home

84. Plaintiff ceñsidered ways to stop Castedie from entering her home but feared that

any action she took to report Custodio would have serious ceñsequeñees. Ultir.w.tay, Plaintiff

decided it would be best to tell Custodie that she had received an
"añGaymous"

phone call and

the caller indicated they had seen Custodio Icaviñg her home early one morning. Plaintiff's hope

was that Castedio's desire to remain employed and preserve his income would work to her

advantage and his contact with her would end. Much to Plaintiff's dismay, even after she told

Custodio about the anonymens caller, he continued entering her home and forcing himself on

her.

85. Altheagh CustMio denied having any telephone conversations with Plaintiff in

the instant action, audio recorded from a telephone call between Custudio and Plaintiff on

January 16, 2018 proves otherwise. During that discussion, Castadio can be heard in his own
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voice, confirming his knowledge of an anorcymous caller by statiñg to Plaintiff "...you did get

another ancñymous call...which you t.
.+.nka"y did...to stay away from

me"
and "you did get

one of those calls to stay away from that investigator
Rich"

with Plaintiff responding "right, I did

get that phone
call."

Custodio's Actions Continue to Instill Fear in Plaintiff

86. Plaintiff would later come to learn that Castadic physically assaulted his mother

prior to the investigation, and his mather was granted an order of protection against Custadio.

87. In early January 2018, during another telephone conversation with her, Custodie

continued instilling fear by warning Plaintiff "when you piss me off I'm a very scary
person."

88. Text messages between investigators Marr, Patrick Blanc, Custodio, and Greene

on January 6, 2018 demonstate that Castudio laid claim to Plaintiff among the other

investigators, with Marr writing that "Rich [Custodio] ain't gonna let them get in between him

and
her[.]"

Custodio Continues Eñtering Plaintiff's Home and Attempts to Rape Her

89. Including Custédie's initial trespass, he catcred Plaintiff's home on at least four

(4) different occasions.

90. On or about January 6, 2018, Custodio was provided with an advance copy of a

complaint which was to be filed and served upon Plaintiff in the coming days. Knowing Plaintiff

would be interested in the allegations against her, Custodio cent-ted Plaintiff by phone and read

her excerpts of the complaint.

91. During a January 6, 2018 telephone ceñversation with Plaintiff, and prior to

raping her, Custodie assured Plaintiff that she could
"trust"

him and suggested that "it can go
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both ways, it can go both ways
[.]" Plaintiff would soon realize that CustMio's less than subtle

message referred to the price she would pay for confidential information he provided, and the

sexual aggression she would evcstad'y endure at Custodio's hand.

92. Later that evening, after other IIG investigators ended their shifts, and prior to

official service, Cüstudio cñtered Plaintiff's home again, this time with an advance copy of the

complaint in hand and allowed Plaintiff to take pictures of it to send to her lawyer.

January7,2018
1:31AM

Photo of Advance Copy of Complaint Custodio Gave Plaintiff While Inside Her Home

93. Plaintiff was horrified after readiñg the complaint she had just been hsñded and

grew visibly overcome with anxiety and stress in front of Custodia. Custodio seized on the

momet and, with full know1cdge that she feared him, pulled Plaintiff into her bedroom,

remaved her cloth =g, and attempted sexual intercGarsc. Plaintiff i¬=ediately told Custodio to

"stop and get
off"

of her. In order to avoid angering Custudio further, Plaintiff explained that

she was not on birth control and, withest a condom, she could became pregnant. Plaintiff

remir.ded CustMio that, as a result of her brain injury, becoming pregnant could be deadly;

Castadio then discontinued his attempted rape of Plaintiff.
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Custodiu Rapes Plaintiff Inside Her Home on January 8, 2018

94. The following night, Castedic entered Plaintiff's home again and made it clear to

her that he i=±=ded to finish what he had started the night before. After allowing Plaintiff to

read investigation-related text messages and images he received from Lisa Ribacoff, IIG's

Operation Manager, Custodio led Plaintiff to her bedroom and was prepared with a condom,

which r':-2-+d Plaintiff's prior excuse. Castedie then forced himself upon her and raped

Plaintiff. Plaintiff, out of excuses and in fear for her safety, was anable to stop Oastodio this

time. Eventsdly, the =ip -e ended when Custudio fell asleep on Plaintiff's couch in her

living room.

95. Early the following morning, Plaintiff overheard Custudio frantically tan ing on

his cell phone to Yanti Mike Greene, which Custodio confirmed. Custodio informed Greene that

he was
"trapped"

inside Plaintiff's home, was unable to leave without being spotted by other

investigators who were parked outside and needed Greene's immediate assistace.

Custodio's Physical Presence Inside Plaintiff's Home is Confirmed Via Text Message

96. Custodio's presence inside Plaintiff's home and his frantic request for Greene's

help is confirmed in text messages Custudio sent to Greene during the early morning hours of

January 9, 2018; writing that he was
"fucked"

and
"trapped"

and needed Greene to
"call"

him.

1/9/2018 7:01:36 From: +15164510802 Rich- Call me

AM(UTC-5) lance
To:

1/9/2018 7:03:39 From: Starting later

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- l ance

1/9/2018 7:03:42 From: Ears around me

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- 1ance
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1/9/2018 7:04:11 From: +15164510802 Rich- I'm fucked lol

AM(UTC-5) lance
To:

1/9/2018 7:04:14 From: What is the ole deal

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- l ance

1/9/2018 7:04:24 From: Why?

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- l ance

1/9/2018 7:04:30 From: +15164510802 Rich- I'm trapped

AM(UTC-5) lance
To:

1/9/2018 7:04:49 From: +15164510802 Rich- Hint

AM(UTC-5) lance
To:

1/9/2018 7:08:28 From: Ah- give me 20 minutes -

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- lance I'll buzz ya

97. Greene advised Castadio of his practice of deleting incriminating messages the

same day, but some messages re-ain-d and were retrieved from Greene's iCloud backup. Later

that day, Custodio relayed his concern that his criminal actions c.---2":d against Plaintiff were

"going to get me in
trouble"

and thanked Greene for his assistance in exiting Plaintiff's home

undetected, telling Greene "Thanks for having my back
bro."

1/9/2018 From: +15164510802 No chatter about anything? Never

10:42:50 AM(UTC- Rich- lance again bro. I want to be nice but

5) To: this crap is nerve wrecking .

1/9/2018 From: Nope no chatterbox.

10:43:05 AM(UTC- To: +15164510802

5) Rich- l ance

1/9/2018 From: +15164510802 I want to keep making money and
10:46:00 AM(UTC- Rich- lance this shit going get me in trouble.

5) To: So I'm going to start backing off
lol.

1/9/2018 From: +15164510802 Thanks for having my back bro.

10:47:09 AM(UTC- Rich- lance

5) To:
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98. Custodio's üüwanted physical contact with Plaintiff was not limited to her home.

One afternoon, under the guise of surveillance, Castadio followed Plaintiff and her friend inside

a local movie theater. Custodio sat beside Plaintiff while the movie played and, without her

consent, initiated ur.- J;uited and üñwañted physical contact with Plaintiff by aggressively

kissing her on the mouth several times in front of Plaintiff's friend and other patrons.

99. As the subject of an investigation designed to weaken her divorce and custody

proceedings, Plaintiff knew her fate was in Castadia's hands. For as long as Cmt.-l;.' was

interested in her and assigned to her case, Plaintiff had little choice but to try and keep him calm

using any means possible, acquiesce to his sexual demands, or face retaliation.

100. Custodio's text messages to Plaintiff were intense, and he frequently apologized

for his outbursts and vowed to "back
off,"

confirming his own prior st=±=r.:s to Greene. On

Jañüary 10, 2018, Custodio sent the following text message to Plaintiff: "I get it and no one is

admitting anything. I guess I'll just back off for now. I'm truly sorry if this caused you añymore

stress..." On January 8, 2018, Castadio again apologized for frig'-±--ing Plaintiff by scadi-g the

following text message "I'm sorry about my outburst. I was just
venting[.]"

101. On Jañüary 16, 2018, Custadio surveilled Plaintiff inside a restaurant and concert

venue known as Nutty Irid.ñ-.ar. in Farmingdale, NY. Plaintiff was in attendance for her sister's

birthday party. During the party, while Plaintiff stood near the back of the venue, Custodio

walked up to her and initiated unsolicited physical contact by kissing Plaintiff on her mouth.

Visibly agitated, Custodio then told Plaintiff
"goodbye"

and abruptly left the venue. Plaintiff

never saw Custodio again.

102. Upon information and belief, on or about January 17, 2018, IIG requested that

each investigator assigned to Plaintiff's case take a polygraph ev==4=tian
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103. Upon information and belief, Custodio never appeared for his polygraph

exs=4=don and simply stopped answering IIG's calls regarding the polygraph. Despite

Custodio's refusal to take a polygraph, IIG continued assigning him to various other survci'h==

details.

104. After disappearing from her case and while r-=ª=ª=g employed by IIG, Cust--lie

continued stalking Plaintiff by calling her cell phone and by sc=dkg Facebeck friend requests.

From:"Facebook"
<notification+ywqxmx_qr_@facebookmail.com>
Date:January19,2018at 8:02:08PMEST
To:SusanneGold
Subject: RichardCustodiowantsto be friends
on Facebook
Reply-To:noreply<noreply_@facebookmail.com>

Facebook

RichardCustodiowantsto befriendswithyou
on Facebook.

RichardCustodio
EastMeadow,NewYork
7 groups

SeeAllRequests

Facebook Friend Request Sent by Custodio to Plaintiff on January 19, 2018

105. As Castadia's harassment persisted over the next several meens, Plaintiff lived

in fear that Custodio would return and harm her. Believing Greene was in charge of the

investigation and other investigators, Plaintiff spoke with him about Custodio's continued

attempts to ecstact her. Text messages confirm that Greene reached out to C=ctedie, relayed his

awareness that Cuñodio had sexual intercourse with Phintiff inside her home, and advised him

to stop "stalking /
calling"

Plaintiff.
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3/17/2018 2:59:51 From: +13477120743 Yeah don't stress- just

PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- a heads up. She's got
lance pictures of you asleep

at her place (Ty said it
looked like her place -

how would he know what
the inside of her place
looked like ???) ,
unwashed sheet, and

complaining about calls.

All so you know ahead
and heads up and aren't
caught off guard.

***

3/17/2018 3:07:07 From: +13477120743 NP bro. W pics you can't

PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- lie-
Meaning pics don't

lance lie. So heads up.

3/17/2018 3:07:19 From: +13477120743 So far she's

PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- "protecting"
ya though.

lance

3/17/2018 3:07:34 From: +15164510802 Fishy
PM(UTC-4) Rich- lance

To: +13477120743

3/17/2018 3:07:41 From: +13477120743 That's why I said if you

PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- are doing the calls
lance bitch, stop, so she

don't go off the deep
end.

106. In separate text messages with Custodio and Lance Ribacoff, Greene discussed

his awareness that Plaintiff had retained bed sheets tainted with DNA from the night Cust--lie

raped her. These c0ñversations took place as early as March 2018.

3/17/2018 2:34:20 From: +13477120743 Well just so you know,
PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- there is word out that

lance you and Sue banged and
that now you're calling
/ stalking her by phone.

One of her girlfriends

apparently told
cocksucker Ty the other
night. I wasn't working.
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***

3/17/2018 2:40:02 From: +13477120743 She's saying she took

PM(UTC-4) To: +15164510802 Rich- pics while you slept-

lance she's not washed the
sheets- DNA, etc

4/13/2018 5:01:52 From: +13477120743 I did tell rich one day
PM(UTC-4) (owner) that she was recording

Participants: him- to try and get him
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti to cease anything that
Greene (owner), it was suspected he
+15162045640 might be doing
Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)

From: +13477120743 The guy slept in her bed
4/13/2018 5:02:16 (owner) and house- she was awake

PM(UTC-4) Participants: and him asleep- if she
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti didn't record him I

Greene (owner), would be shocked
+15162045640

Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)

4/13/2018 5:02:35 From: +15162045640 Yezhhhh

PM(UTC-4) Lance_ribacoff
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640

Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)

4/13/2018 5:02:46 From: +13477120743 Or not wash the sheets

PM(UTC-4) (owner) like Lewinsky
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640

Lance_ribacoff,
+13477120743 (owner)

107. Upon information and belief, after Plaintiff initiated a lawsuit against the parties,

Custodio and Greene contacted one another and engaged in several conversations. Cust--lio
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received still photographs from and/or portions of a noñc0ñsensual graphic video Greene

recorded of Plaintiff's intimate body parts.

108. Castadio knew Plaintiff was the subject of the investigation, was vulnerable, and

could be easily exploited by him due to his position as a IIG private investigator.

109. Castedio used his influence over Plaintiff's litigation and her fear of him and

retaliatinn by him, to mañipulate Plaintiff into engaging in üñwañted physical and intimate

contact with him.

B. Defendant Yanti Mike Greene

110. Defendant Yanti Mike Greene is a former NYPD police officer and detecilve. At

approximatay 6 feet 2 inches tall and nearly two hundred and seventy-five pounds, Greene is a

physically imposing individual compared to Plaintiff's relatively small stature.

Greene's Psychological and Emotional Manipulation of Plaintiff

111. Greene first approached Plaintiff in late December of 2017, intent on making her

a more agreeable and less evasive subject. In text messages describing their initial encounter,

Greene bragged to other investigators about his former training as a hostage negotiator and his

ability to psychologically control Plaintiff: "NYPD hostage negotiator baby- talk shit down - get

shit done - No screaming and mayhem...Damn we could've saved a ton of grief if we did this

years
[ago]."

112. Greene took credit for Plaintiff's compE=cc with the investigators and his

cagiacering of the contact between Castadio and Plaintiff, boasting to Lance Ribacoff that he

had successfü1ly manipulated Plaintiff and
"twisted"

her
"brain"

into believing that IIG

investigators were the "good
guys"

and there to help her.
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12/29/2017 1:33:59 From: +13477120743 I'm letting Rich ride

PM(UTC-5) (owner) this in his glory. But I
Participants: set it up.
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), I tell ya. With my
+15162045640 detective cap on- I

Lance_ribacoff, think it's legit. I feel

+13477120743 (owner) it's legit. I think she
is lonely- she likes the
younger male attention.

And I've switched her
brain to we are the good
guys and if we saw

something happen to her

while out here we would
of course help her (car

crash, robbery, ...).

113. On Jañüary 12, 2018, in a text message to CustMio, Greene bragged that he could

have "taken [Plaintiff] for myself right...But I chose you as the young
buck"

referring to his

apparent gift of Phintiff to Cüw-- -- Later that evening, Greene suggested that Plaintiff

"need[ed] a drink and a
dick[.]"

1/12/2018 11:19:33 From: I changed that shit too

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich-

lance
To: +15168359064 Saul-

lance

1/12/2018 11:19:43 From: +15164510802 Hey remember me lol.

AM(UTC-5) Rich- lance
To:
To: +15168359064 Saul-

lance

1/12/2018 11:19:50 From: You can lead w out it

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich-
appearing as though you

lance are leading
To: +15168359064 Saul-

lance

1/12/2018 11:20:10 From: I mean I could've kept

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich- on and taken her for

lance myself right
To: +15168359064 Saul-

7ance
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1/12/2018 11: 20: 22 From: But I chose you as the

AM(UTC-5) To: +15164510802 Rich-
young buck

lance
To: +15168359064 Saul -

7 ance

Greene Makes Initial Physical Contact with Plaintiff and Continues Meipülsi.ing Her

114. On March 23, 2018, Greene was one of several investigators assigned to surveil

Plaintiff during her trip to Mohegan Sun Resort and Casino in Connecticut.

115. Though Lisa Ribacoff, IIG's Operations Manager, initially arranged for Greene to

room with investigator Tyrone Dux so Greene could "keep an eye
on"

on Dux, at some point it

was decided that Greene would have his own room and ensure Dux left the resort without

sneaking into Plaintiff's hotel room. When Dux finally left the resort, the only other investigator

left on site that Greene was concerned about was Ray Ramos ("Ramos").

116. Once Ramos retired for the evening, Greene descended on Plaintiff, aggressively

initiating physical contact by wrappmg his arms around her and kissing her in the lobby of the

hotel. Despite Plaintiff's requests to stop, Greene took Plaintiff's hand and led her to various

retail shops.

117. Greene, who had access to Plaintiff's file and was in possession of multiple

dacus:ñts regarding her case, regaled Plaintiff with all they had in common, of his many law

enforcement successes, and his expericaces with celebrities such as Kendall Jenner and Kim

Kardashian, who allegedly tempara_rily hired Greene as a bodyguard years ago.

118. Greene disclosed information to Plaintiff related to his financial arrangements

with IIG and the bonus he was due to receive for surveilling her at Mohegan Sun; Greene led

Plaintiff to believe that he was being fully transpareñt, and she should trust him implicitly.
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119. Greene spoke to Plaintiff of the camaraderie that existed among investigators,

telling Plaintiff that if she ever told anyone about the
investigators'

interactions with her, the

investigators would collectively deny it. Greene's sentiment affected Plaintiff as it was designed

to; it made her feel helpless and trapped and as thõügh she had no other choice but to give in to

the whims of the
investigators'

demands.

120. In March of 2018, Greene was assigned to surveil Plaintiff at a psychic fair she

attended inside the Holiday Inn in Plainview, New York. While Plaintiff was in the lobby with

her sister, Greene appreached her and initiated üñsolicited physical contact by wrapping his arms

around Plaintiff as she browsed vendor tables.

121. Plaintiff's sister, who was present at the time, observed Greene's inappropriate

physical contact and ce-- ation with Plaintiff that day.

122. Privately among investigators, Greene suggested "When the case is over I'm

gonna marry sue and D [Katuria D'Amato] then divorce both and get my share
lol."

Investigators suggested that Tommy McNamara and Greene should "tag
team"

Katuria

D'Amato, stating "she looks like she likes
variety."

Katuria D'Amato was another IIG subject,

the wife of former senator Alfonse D'Amato, and a friend of Plaintiff's at the time.

Greene Proposes a Plot to Shut Down the Lawsuit Filed by Plaintiff Against IIG

123. Later that month, on March 31, 2018, Greene informed the Ribacoffs that he had

plans to "shut
down"

a lawsuit Plaintiff had initiated against IIG. The gist of each message was

the same.

3/31/2018 6: 26: 56 From: +13477120743 Plan in motion to stop
PM(UTC-4) (owner) lawsuit as well

Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
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+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

3/31/2018 6:30:51 From: +15163141089 Lisa To stop lawsuit??

PM(UTC-4) Ribacoff
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

3/31/2018 6:32:53 From: +13477120743 Yes 6)

PM(UTC-4) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

3/31/2018 6:33:17 From: +13477120743 Unspoken plan but your

PM(UTC-4) (owner) dad gave the green light
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

3/31/2018 6:33:57 From: +15163141089 Lisa Ahhhh got it.

PM(UTC-4) Ribacoff

Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

3/31/2018 6:34:08 From: +13477120743 )
PM(UTC-4) (owner)

Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15163141089 Lisa

Ribacoff, +13477120743

(owner)

***

3/31/2018 4:08:56 From: +13477120743 If I have an opportunity
PM(UTC-4) (owner) to shut this lawsuit

Participants:
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mikelwry@aol . com Yanti down, do you want me to
Greene (owner), go for it?

+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owne r)

3/31/2018 4:09: 20 From: +13477120743 I have my ways to get

PM(UTC-4) (owner) things done when trul y
Participants: needed
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owne r)

3/31/2018 4:09: 40 From: +15162045640 Obviousl y think we'd

PM(UTC-4) Lance_ri bacoff want to prevent i t
Participants:
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owner)

***

3/31/2018 5:00: 23 From: +13477120743 If I have an opportuni ty
PM(UTC-4) (owner) to shut this lawsuit

Participants: down, do you want me to
+13477120743 (owner), go for it?

+15163152809 DANIEL
RIBACOFF

3/31/2018 5:00: 36 From: +13477120743 I won't even tell you

PM(UTC-4) (owner) how etc
Participants:

+13477120743 (owner),
+15163152809 DANIEL
RIBACOFF

3/31/2018 5:00:37 From: +15163152809 Of course

PM(UTC-4) DANIEL RIBACOFF
Participants:

+13477120743 (owner),
+15163152809 DANIEL
RIBACOFF

Weeks after Greene aññeüñced his plan to the Plbacoffs, his first rape of Phintiff would occur.

124. Desperate to end the lawsuit Plaintiff brought against IIG, on April 22, 2018,

while Greene was in the middle of allegedly interacting with the Plaintiff, Dan Ribacoff sent
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Greene several text messages expressing the importance of recording the subject during

interaction. Ribacoff e-phsized to Greene that he "needs[s] this stuff on
tape,"

that he "need[s]

it
badly,"

and even offered Greene the use of a "digital
recorder."

Greene led IIG to believe that

he was unsuccessful in his initial attempt to record Plaintiff with both audio and video, that he

thought he had "captured it
all"

and was "ready to send the prize
over"

when he realized he had

botched the recording. Greene assured Dan Ribacoff that he would have his
"other"

phone

"ready on
hand"

the "next
time."

4/22/2018 10:37:46 From: +15163152809 DANIEL Dude. I need this stuff

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF on tape. Cmon. You know
Participants: +13477120743 about evidence as a

(owner), +15163152809 retired DT! 1
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10: 41: 56 From: +13477120743 (owner) Ah I was recording
- so I

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 thought

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10: 41: 58 From: +13477120743 (owner) Great stuff

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10: 42 : 26 From: +13477120743 (owner) I must have hit the

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 record button twice- on

(owner), +15163152809 and off- I wasn't
DANIEL RIBACOFF expecting her to come

over to me

4/22/2018 10: 42 : 38 From: +13477120743 (owner) I fumbled the phone

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 between my legs

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:42:40 From: +15163152809 DANIEL Well. Haven't had one

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF recording yet.
Participants: +13477120743

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:42:49 From: +15163152809 DANIEL Need it badly!

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF
Participants: +13477120743

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF
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4/22/2018 10:43:21 From: +13477120743 (owner) I'm going to use the

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 other phone if there is a

(owner), +15163152809 next time- have that
DANIEL RIBACOFF ready on hand instead of

this one

4/22/2018 10:43:46 From: +13477120743 (owner) I was videotaping it as

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 well- thought I would end

(owner), +15163152809 up w both audio and video
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:44:01 From: +15163152809 DANIEL Say hold on. On a call.

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF And hit record. Or I can
Participants: +13477120743 give you a digital

(owner), +15163152809 recorder if you want
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:45:25 From: +13477120743 (owner) Lance showed me the

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 feature on the other

(owner), +15163152809 phone- I've now played w
DANIEL RIBACOFF it and can work it

4/22/2018 10:45:31 From: +13477120743 (owner) That should be perfect

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:47:30 From: +15163152809 DANIEL Ok. Thanks.

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF
Participants: +13477120743

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:48:11 From: +13477120743 (owner) Yeah I was pissed - I

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 thought I had it all

(owner), +15163152809 captured tonight
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:48:34 From: +13477120743 (owner) I was ready to send the

PM(UTC-4) Participants: +13477120743 prize over

(owner), +15163152809
DANIEL RIBACOFF

4/22/2018 10:50:04 From: +15163152809 DANIEL No tape. Can't confront

PM(UTC-4) RIBACOFF añyoñê. Then it seems
Participants: +13477120743 like a he said/ he said

(owner), +15163152809 sour grapes thing.
DANIEL RIBACOFF

Notably, less than a week later, on April 28, 2018, after IIG authorized his plan and

emphasized the impertance of recording Plaintiff during their interactions, Greene raped Plaintiff
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in the back of a parking lot near her home. The following month Greene raped Plaintiff again;

this time, Plaintiff was incapacitated, and Greene, aware of IIG's requests, recorded the rape with

his iPhone, withest Plaintiff's knowledge or consent.

125. In April of 2018, Greene was assigned to trail Plaintiff inside Grand Lux Café in

Garden City, NY. As Plaintiff exited the restroom, she found Greene waiting for her in the

hallway. Greene stopped Plaintiff, wrapped his arms tightly around Plaintiff's body and cñgaged

her in conversation.

126. During this time, Greene was physically overbearing and made ñüincrous

ec-==c=±a regarding Plaintiff's small stature in comparison to his large body. Greene made it

clear that he was in charge and eager to take on the role of Plaintiff's
"protector"

during the

investigation. Greene impressed upon Plaintiff that she could trust him, just like other
"A-list"

celebrities had.

127. Greene informed Plaintiff that he was an IIG supervisor and, as such, was tasked

with overseeiñg other investigators. Greene said he could control the 4=tancity by which Plaintiff

was surveilled and what information was relayed to IIG by hiinscif and other investigators.

Greene made it very clear that he had the ability to make or break Plaintiff's oñgaiñg litigation,

matrimonjal, and custody dispute. As the two parted ways, Greene rc=i=Ad Plaintiff of the pact

that existed among the investigators and that, if Plaintiff ever told anyone about their interaction,

the investigators would deny it.

Former NYPD Detective Yanti Mike Greene Rapes Plaintiff in April 2018

128. At approximately 11:30pm on the night of April 27, 2018, Plaintiff left her home

to purchasc cigarettes from a local c0ñvc=E=cc store. When Plaintiff stopped at a red light

outside her development, she noticed Greene, who motianed her into the lot across the street
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where his car was parked. Recalling their conversation from Grand Lux Cafe, Plaintiff c~~~~Ied

with Greene's request.

129. Once inside the lot, Plaintiff exited her venule. Greene quickly approach.~

Plaintiff, wrapped his arms around her and, before she had an opportunity to resist, kissed her

a~~.=;-'-. â€”.y on the mouth while he forced Plaintiff -gains. her own v-~c.~. At this time,

Plaintiff realized, and Greene later confirmed that he was carrying a concealed firearm.

130. Greene instructed Plaintiff to follow him to an isolated area in the back of the

parking lot and Plaintiff c~mpLted. Greene event I~>>y exited his -
-"--'-, opened his rear

passenger door, and ~otioned for Plaintiff to enter. Once inside the vehicle, Greene quickly

pushed Plaintiff onto her back, opened her shirt, forcibly removed her pants, lowered his, and

inserted ~~sc~ inside Plaintiff. Plaintiff paIII~teh and -:â€”"â€”"= '='=.I-
told Greene to

"stop"
and

"get
off"

of her. Despite Plaintiff's pleas, Greene was undeterred and only di«~~<~~»~d the rape

after Plaintiff told him she was menstruating.

131. Clearly irritated, Greene deeded that Plaintiff "finish [him]
off." When she did

not promptly comply, Greene pulled Plaintiff by her hair and si.os her face toward his groin,

forcing her to perform oral sex.

132. When Greene was finished with her, PI~IntIff, clearly rattled, drove home and

her options. Though she considered reporting the '~»~»t to the police, she was fearful

that Greene's status as a former NYPD police officer and detective would enable him to evade

prosecution and, more so, that he or one of the other Defendants would r - ~ - agaiust her.

Plaintiff felt like she had no cuprite but to attempt to bury the rape in the back of her mind and

move forward with her life.
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Greene Rapes Plaintiff While IncapacitF.ted and Records Her Rape with his iPhone

133. After the incident on April 27, Plaintiff attempted to limit her interactions with

Greene and took steps to cñsurc she was never alone with him.

134. Howcver, on the evcñing of May 16, 2018, Plaintiff and Katuria D'Amato

("D'Amato") were driving to Main Event, a sports bar in Plaiñview, New York, when D'Amato

spotted Greene's vehicle in a parking lot and directed Plaintiff to enter.

135. At the time, D'Amato was involved in an ongoing sexual relationsMp with James

Marr, the same HG investigator who ==4=±
=tionally

"burned"
Custodie by recording him dining

with Plaintiff. Marr and Greene were fricñdly, and Marr was hired by HG based on Greene's

recommandation. Text messages between both Greene and Marr and Greene and D'Amato

confirm the affair. Plaintiff knew about the affair as well and, althengh Greene was the last

person she wanted to be around, Plaintiff decided to accompany D'Amato while she spoke with

her lover's friend, feeling safer in the presence of someone she trusted.

136. The two entered Greene's vehicle and sat in the backseat while Greene remair.ca

in the driver's seat as they talked. About 20 -inates later, D'Amato suggested they have a drink

and drove Phintiff's car to Plaintiff's home to retrieve cups, vodka, and lime juice D'Amato had

been storing there.

137. D'Amato returned, re-catered the backseat of Greene's vehicle, and began

pouring vodka into Plaintiff's 18 oz. red Solo cup in front of Greene.

138. Plaintiff, who found the taste of vodka unpleasant, took large, fast gulps. Fccliñg

the vodka's effects, Plaintiff exited Greene's vehic1c to use the restroom and left her cup

ima**anded in the front cupholder next to Greene for several minutes. When Plaintiff returned,

she consumed what was left in her cup, which D'Amato promptly refilled.
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139. Plaintiff next remembers lying face up on the back seat of Greene's vehicle,

fcc¹ing the weight of Greene's body on top of her, and attempting to speak but unable to do so.

She vaguely recalled seeing, what she believed, was a fla:;h'ight above her.

140. Plaintiff would later come to learn that Greene recorded several ñonc0ñsensual

videos of himself raping Plaintiff, while she was incapacit=ted. Phintiff, who has since viewed

the ñonc0ñsensual videos recorded by Greene, has no memory of the rape other than the events

described above.

141. As a former NYPD detective, Greene knew that due to Plaintiff's intoxicated and

iñcapacitated state, she would be unable to ceaseñt to a sexual encounter or its filming

142. Plaintiff awoke the next day to find herself naked in her bed; she had no

reeclicetion as to how she got there. On the floor next to her bed, Plaintiff found her urine-

saturated pants. Confused and frightened, Plaintiff e-mai'c4 herself a time-stamped jaarsal entry

to drument her memory loss, the possibility that she was dragged by Greene, and the

fragmented memories she could recall.

From: Susanne Gold

Date: May 17, 2018 at 12:31:18 PM EDT

To: Me
Subject: Roofied???

So strange how last night I remember
nothing... maybe I was roofied??? I

remember a flash of light on his camera

which leads me to believe he was

photographing or recording. This is the

weirdest experience ever.

I'm at a loss.

Best,
Susanne Gold

Journal E-mail Plaintiff Sent Herself the Day After Greene Raped Her
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143. To the best of Plaintiff's recollection, she stayed inside her home for most of that

day recuperating, researching, and calling friends and family to determine what could have

caused her memory loss from the night before.

144. The following morning Plaintiff spoke with D'Amato, who had spent the night at

her house. Plaintiff relayed to D'Amato the me.r.c.ry loss she had experienced and the discovery

of her urine-soaked pants. Plaintiff asked D'Amato if she might have been
"roofied"

by Greene.

D'Amato informed Plaintiff that she likely "blacked
out[,]"

stating that vodka "isn't like any

other
drink,"

it's
"powerful"

and "I poured you a lot of
it."

145. As the day wore on, Plaintiff grew increasingly concerned regardiñg her lack of

memory from the previous night with Greene.

146. Later that eveñiñg Greene trailed Plaintiff into a charity event she was amending.

While Plaintiff attempted to avoid Greene, he went out of his way to approach her and engage in

conversation. Plaintiff informed Greene that she had limited memories from the night before and

had woken up naked in bed beside her urine-saturated pants.

147. Greene told Plaintiff that they had cñgaged in sexual activity, describing what any

police officer would recognize as nonccascñsual activity. Quickly respanding to Plaintiff's

visibic shock and concern, Greene specifically told Plaintiff that she
"consented"

to sexual

intercourse with him. Plaintiff informed Greene that she was nervous about a light she vaguely

remembered seeing above her head and was fearful that Greene had photographed her. Greene

assured and convinced Plaintiff that he had only used his phone as a
"flash'ight"

since it was

dark inside the vehicle and Plaintiff was unable to
"assist"

him.

148. Over the next few days, Plaintiff frantically called friends and family members

describing her experience with Greene, asking if it sounded to them like she had been drugged.
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Greene Raped Plaintiff and Exposed Her to Sexually Tran:=i"-d Diseases

149. Greene did not wear protection during either of Plaintiff's rapes. As indicated,

Plaintiff would never willingly place herself in a situation where she could become pregnant

through unprotected sex with Greene, as it could jeopardize her health and lead to her death.

150. Plaintiff would later learn that, at the time Greene raped her, he was regularly

soliciting prostitution services; as a result, Plaintiff i¬mediately sought treatment from medical

professionals regarding her health.

151. Plaintiff was advised by her doctor that, given Greene's history of üñsafe sexual

activity and near-daily use of prostitution services, she may have been exposed to an unknown

number of sexual tr--- "ad diseases as well as other health risks, some of which may lie

dormant in Plaintiff's body at this time.

152. Despite intense pressure from her family, Plaintiff made the difficult decision not

to report Greene to authorities due to his status as a former NYPD police officer, his earlier

iñdication that other investigators would deny allegations made against them, the negative effects

it could have on her ongoing litigation, her liinited memory from the night of the rape, and the

enormous risk of retaliation associated with reporting such an assault by one of the investigators.

Greene Fails Two Polygraph Examinations Adsdnistered by IIG

153. Plaintiff eve±dly came to learn that Greene was terminated due to a failed

polygraph exami=ation concerning his contact with Plaintiff and the assista-cc he provided to

other investigators regarding their interactions with Plaintiff.
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154. In June 2018, after a second failed polygraph exsd==±inn, Dan Ribacoff

informed Greene "You failed miserably mike. I pray she doesn't burn you. Nenñg more to say

to you. I am very disappointed in
you."

155. Greene knew Plaintiff was the subject of the investigation, was vü1ñerable, and

could be easily exploited by him due to his posidon as a IIG private investigator and former

NYPD police officer.

156. Greene used his influence over Plaintiff's litigation, and her fear of retaliation, to

madpulate Plaintiff into engaging in unwanted physical and intimate contact with him.

C. Defendant Tyrone Dux

157. Tyrone Dux, a former NYPD police officer, and his campany Ty Dux Inc. were

hired by IIG to work on Plaintiff's investigation. During this time, Dux be--==ª infatnated with

Plaintiff and approached her on ñümerous occasions with confidential informadon about the

investigation and suggestians on how best to evade the investigators.

158. On January 12, 2018, Dux approached Plaintiff at the Parameüªt, a concert venue

in Huntington, New York.

159. Upon information and belief, Dux knew that Plaintiff was vulñcrable and under

stress due to 0ñgaing litigation and prior exposure to Oastodio's sexually aggressive behavior

toward her.

160. Dux informed Plaintiff that he was in a unque position to advise Plaintiff on how

best to evade other investigators. This secsiñgly friendly gesture was the start of Dux's many

attempts to build trust with Plaintiff.
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161. Dux's fendness for Plaintiff was well known by IIG and the investigators as early

as January of 2018. On January 13, 2018, Greene informed IIG that Dux had suggested to

Plaintiff that she talk to her attorney about suing IIG.

1/13/2018 12:22:13 From: +13477120743 (owner) 1. I hear Ty tal ked to

PM(UTC-5) Participants: her and told her to talk
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti Greene to her atty and to stay
(owner), +15162045640 at a hotel
Lance_ri bacoff , +13477120743

(owner)

1/13/2018 12:22:46 From: +13477120743 (owner) 2. I hear inside

PM(UTC-5) Participants: paramount last night she
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti Greene broke down and cried etc

(owner), +15162045640 to Ray and Ty
Lance_ri bacoff , +13477120743

(owner)

1/13/2018 12:23:03 From: +13477120743 (owner) 3. Etc. . . . . . . . . . . .

PM(UTC-5) Participants:
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti Greene

(owner), +15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff , +13477120743

(owner)

Dux's Physical Contact with Plaintiff Escalates. Leading to Sexual Assaults

162. Upon information and belief, Dux was aware that Custodio had previcasly gaiñcd

entry to Plaintiff's home and sexually assaultod her there. In conversations between Dux and

Plaintiff, Dux often spoke ill of other
investigators'

trem=nt of Plaintiff, in- d his desire to

protect her, and diseassed his interest in pursuiñg a relationsMp with her.

163. Text messages between investigators confirm their awareness of Dux's physical

attraction to Plaintiff.

3/9/2018 9:58:53 From: +13477120743 Well our girl hasn't had him

AM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 James- yet?

Kanye Marr-
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3/9/2018 9:58:54 From: +12039180301 Ol der guy with little dog
AM(UTC-5) James- Kanye Marr-

To: +13477120743

3/9/2018 9:59:25 From: +12039180301 Oh he'l7 i don't want to know

AM(UTC-5) James- Kanye Marr- LMAO
To: +13477120743

3/9/2018 9:59:34 From: +13477120743 Hahaa

AM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 James-

Kanye Marr-

3/9/2018 9:59:46 From: +13477120743 I'm believing rich did for

AM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 James- sure
Kanye Marr-

3/9/2018 9: 59: 51 From: +12039180301 Know more than I care to

AM(UTC-5) James- Kanye Marr- already lol
To: +13477120743

3/9/2018 9:59:56 From: +13477120743 Ty I think is a maybe

AM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 James-

Kanye Marr-

3/9/2018 10:00:13 From: +13477120743 Why the fuck would he tell

AM(UTC-5) To: +12039180301 James- the neighbor to leave etc?

Kanye Marr-

164. Dux's sexual interest in Plaintiff was so well known, that while surveilling

Plaintiff at Mohegan Sun Resort, IIG was concerned that he would sneak into Plaintiff's hotel

room. That concern prompted IIG s:::pr Lisa Ribacoff, to direct Greene to "keep an eye on

[Phintiff's] door and [cs:;urc] that when [Dux] says he's leaving he
Icavcs[.]"

Later, Lisa

Ribacoff confirmed to Greene that she removed Dux from the schedule due to his behavior, but

was overruled by Lance and Dan Ribacoff and forced to put Dux back on the schedule.

4/29/2018 11:55:19 From: +15163141089 Lisa Btw you and me, I wanted

AM(UTC-4) Ribacoff him gone after he pulled
Participants: that shit at Mohegan. I
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti never even added him to
Greene (owner), the availability text.

+15163141089 Lisa Lance and my father made

Ribacoff, +13477120743 me put him on the

(owner) schedule. I won't even

acknowledge him breaking
off
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I have a huge issue with
deception and bei ng l i ed
to

165. In mid-March of 2018, Dux followed Plaintiff to a bar known as Mr. Beery's in

Bethpage, New York. Once inside, Dux engaged Plaintiff in conversation by co =dng her

singing abilities and exch=ging other niceties. Later that evening, Dux's behavior escalated and

became more physical when, without prior warning or coment Dux wrapped his arms around

Plaintiff, placed his hands on her waist in front of Plaintiff's sister and stepmother, and told

Plaintiff never to breathe a word of the encounter to anyone.

166. After their interaction at Mr. Beery's, Dux became more possessive of Plaintiff.

For example, on May 3, 2018, Dux threatened to kill Plaintiff's acighbor, who reported that he

apprmched and spoke with Dux near Plaintiff's home; this altercation was relayed to Lance

Ribacoff in a text message from Greene.

5/3/2018 3:10:16 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 Neighbor talking to her-

4) (owner) was talking to me
Participants: before- said how Ty
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti threatened to kill him

Greene (owner), and told him to stay
+15162045640 away from her- weeks

Lance_ribacoff, ago- that incident I

+13477120743 (owner) mentioned before that I
had heard about. Said he
called the cops on Ty-

Ty fled and thinks they
caught up to him by
Fairway then maybe did
police report but not
arrest

5/3/2018 3:11:08 PM(UTC- From: +15162045640 Copy
4) Lance_ribacoff
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Participants:
mikelwry@aol . com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15162045640
Lance_ri bacoff ,
+13477120743 (owne r)

Dux Sexually Asaan1ts Plaintiff in May 2018

167. On May 4, 2018, Plaintiff traveled to a dance club known as One North in

Jericho, New York. Dux followed Plaintiff inside the club and called out to her on the dance

floor, stating "you look amazing
tonight."

Minutes later and directly in front of other patrons,

Dux approached Plaintiff on the dance floor and, without warning or prior consent, initiated

unsc.'icited, unwañted, intimate physical contact with Plaintiff by kissing her on the mouth.

168. Plaintiff was rattled by Dux's advances and excused herscif to use the restroom.

As Plaintiff exited the restroom at One North, she found Dux stadig in the hallway waiting for

her. Dux told Plaintiff she had "beautiful
eyes"

and "it feels like I've known you
forever."

Plaintiff responded by saying, in sum and substace, "you do know me, because you've been

stalking me for
years."

At that point, Dux grabbed Plaintiff, initiated unsolicited intimate

physical contact and began Mssing Plaintiff on her mouth for several suiñütes.

169. In early May 2018, Dux was assigacd to surveil Plaintiff inside Round One

Enter'=ª===± in Hicksville, NY, where Dux approached Plaintiff and offered her an alcoholic

beverage, which she declined. Clearly offended, Dux instructed Plaintiff to mâssâge his back.

In an effort to avoid angering Dux further, Plaintiff complied.

170. Later that crening, Dux followed Plaintiff into a small, empty, private karaoke

room inside the venue. As Dux moved towards Plaintiff, Defendant Roth entered the same
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room, which enabled Plaintiff to make a quick exit and return to the safety of the public area of

the venue.

171. In mid-May 2018, Dux fellówed Plaintiff inside Main Event, a sports bar in

Plainview, New York. As Plaintiff exited the restroom, she was startled to find Dux, once again,

strdhg in the hallway waiting for her. Dux told Plaintiff that a family friend who knew his

wife was at the bar, and he couldn't be seen alone with Plaintiff. Dux then, without warning or

prior consent, grabbed Plaintiff and initiated uñselicited, unwanted, intimate physical contact by

kissing Plaintiff on her mouth for several minutem

172. In late May 2018, Dux was assigñed to surveil Plaintiff at the Montauk Yacht

Club in Montauk, NY for Memorial Day weekend. While inside the parking lot, Dux

approached Plaintiff with his vehicle and engaged her in coñversation through the window. Dux

discüssed with Plaintiff details of the investigation, inclüding which HG investigators were on

duty that day. He then instructed Plaintiff to enter his vehicle and drove with her to a local

coffee shop. During that drive, without warning or prior consent, Dux initiated unselicited

physical contact by holding Plaintiff's hand, he told Plaintiff that he had recently attended a

confirmatism for a family friend, mentioned a movie called "The Spy who Loved Me", and told

Plaintiff "I just might be the spy who loved
[you]."

173. Later that day, after Plaintiff left the Montank Yacht Club, she stopped for a meal

at the Golden Coach Diner in Huntington Station, NY. Dux followed Plaintiff inside and

instructed her to pose for survem==--e phetagraphs, then joined Plaintiff for a meal at her table

after sending the staged images to HG. Dux sat next to Plaintiff and initiated amalicited

physical contact by helding Plaintiff's hand while another HG investigator sat across from them.
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Dux is Witñcssed Kissing Plaintiff and Professing His Love to Her Several Times

174. On June 2, 2018, Marr informed Greene that he had perscñally warned Lisa and

Lance Ribacoff about his serious c0ñcerns regarding Dux's increasingly sexual behavior toward

Plaintiff. During that eüüversion, Marr confirmed that Dux was witnessed "kissing [Plaintiff]

the other night and told [Plaintiffl he loved her several
times."

6/2/2018 5:13:29 PM(UTC- From: +12039180301 When I saw Lisa and

4) James- Kanye Marr- lance I told them them
To: +13477120743 Ty should not go back if

it starts again. Because
he's gonna cause a
bigger storm than Rich

by far

6/2/2018 5:14:06 PM(UTC- From: +12039180301 D told me he was kissing
4) James- Kanye Marr- S the other night and

To: +13477120743 told her he loved her
several times

6/2/2018 5:14:16 PM(UTC- From: +12039180301 Crazy
4) James- Kanye Marr-

To: +13477120743

6/2/2018 5:14:33 PM(UTC- From: +12039180301 For a piece of ass??

4) James- Kanye Marr-

To: +13477120743

Dux Warns Plaintiff Never to Reveal their Encouñtcrs to His Wife

175. In May 2018, Dux fellewed Plaintiff and pulled alongside her vehicle. While

Plaintiff was stopped, Dux lowered his window and eñgaged Plaintiff in conversation_ Dux

appeared agitated and concerned. Speaking about the risks of being caught, Dux informed

Plaintiff that he and his wife lived in close proximity to Plaintiff and specifically warned Plaintiff

never to reveal his physical advañces to anyone, especially his wife or HG investigator Rames,

as their wives were friendly.

176. Dux also instructed Plaintiff that if she ever encountered him and his wife, she

was never to approach them. Dux made it very clear to Plaintiff that she would suffer
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consequences tolaiod to the investigation if she did not heed his warnings. Dux spoke of the pact

that existed am0ñg the investigators and HG to deny any contact with her if they were ever

confronted.

177. Dux knew Plaintiff was the subject of the investigation, was vulnerable, and could

be easily manipulated by him due to his posidon as a HG private investigator and former NYPD

police officer.

178. Dux was privy to sensitive and intimate information about Plaintiff's 0ñgaing

divorce and -¬.-n-ly proceedings. Kñowing that any surveillance informs:--t gathered could be

used against her, Dux made it perfectly clear to Plaintiff that he and other Defcsd--ts were in

complete control over the information relayed to HG.

179. Dux used his influence over Plaintiff's litigation, and her fear of rct=liadon, to

maMpulate Plaintiff into engaging in üñwañted physical and intimate contact with him.

180. Plaintiff later confirmed from other investigators that Dux had been terr. ==t-A

due to a failed polygraph test =d= tered by HG and based upon quesdons concerning his

inappropriate physical contact with Plaintiff.

D. Defendant Saul Roth

181. Roth, a former Nassau County police officer and private investigator hired by HG,

attempted to
"befriend"

Plaintiff on multiple voonions by sharing confidential details of the

investigation with her.

Roth Loses Control While Surycilling Plaintiff

182. HG's investigation of Plaintiff created a üñiqüc set of circumstseces for the

investigators in that it provided them with a sizable, reliable paycheck to do with as they pleased,
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no matter how üñprofessionally they behaved. More specifienlly, as a result of the investigation,

investigators dined at expensive restaursts covered by IIG's client, attcñded dance clubs and

bars around Long Island, and stayed at expensive hotels when surveillance ran late or when

Plaintiff traveled out of the local area.

183. At times, after Plaintiff returned home from an evening out, investigators would

continue the party late into the night. For example, text messages from Roth confirm that, on or

about January 28, 2018, while sur--ci"ing Plaintiff at a karaoke lounge, Marr and Roth continued

on to a strip club. The following day, Roth informed Marr and Greene that he had brought a

female who he believed was a prosti9ate to a hotel and the two used cocaine inside the woman's

hotel room.

1/28/2018 From: +15168359064 then i brought some crazy broad to
8:41:51 PM(UTC- Saul- lance her hotel. not a dancer there prob

5) Participants: a pros. talking a mile a minute.
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti did coke in her room. then we had
Greene (owner), a clinton vs trump debate and thru
+15168359064 Saul- me out lol

lance, +13477120743
(owne r)

184. Such behavior was not unusual for Roth, who frequently mentioned to

investigators that he napped in his car while on duty, that his wife was angry because he had

come home drunk, and other statemer.ts which indicated that he was losing control duriñg the

investigation.

185. In late May 2018, Plaintiff witnessed Roth, who was assigned to surveil her at

Meetsk Yacht Club over Memorial Day Weekend, outwardly drunk, groping and aggressively

kissing a strange womañ at the bar area.

186. Plaintiff, disgusted by what she had just witr.essed, returned to her hotel room. At

approximately 1:00am, early the next mõining, Roth came to Plaintiff's hotel room and
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attempted to gain entry. Plaintiff believed that if she had opened the door, Roth would have

attempted to engage in sexual activity with her.

187. When Plaintiff refused to open the door, Roth called her hotel room from the

lobby house phone. At the beach, the next day, Roth apologized and admitted to Plaintiff that he

banged on her door and called her hotel room after she refused to let him in.

188. Later that same day, under the guise of surveinance, Roth followed Plaintiff on a

sunset cruise in Montauk, NY. Instead of covertly süric°"ing her from a distance, Roth

approached Plaintiff and sat next to her, consumed an alcoholic beverage, took a selfie photo

with her, then used the opportunity to talk about the woman he kissed at the bar, and the other

investigators'
inappropriate behavior, which Plaintiff had witnessed.

Roth Sexually Assaults Plaintiff in July 2018

189. On or about July 6, 2018, Roth was one of several investigators assigned to follow

Plaintiff to Aura dance club in East Meadow, New York. Over the course of the evening,

Plaintiff observed Roth become increasingly intoxicated and force himscif on no fewer than

three other women that night. Plaintiff was appic.ached by two of these women, who asked if

she knew Roth, told Plaintiff they were uncomfortable with Roth's aggressive behavior, and

asked Plaintiff to intervene before they contacted security.

190. In addition to these other women, Roth initiated intimate physical contact with

Plaintiff several times, and in different locations within Aura, that evening. At one point, Roth

approached Plaintiff, dragged her from a seated position to the dance floor, wrapped his arms

around her neck and began dancing. Minutes later, without warning or prior consent, Roth

initisted üñwañted and unsoEcited sexual contact by Mssing Plaintiff on her mouth for several

minutes.
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191. Plaintiff was forced to continually rebuff Roth's advances that night and clearly

instructed him to stop his inappropriate conduct toward her.

E •

IIG Investigator Saul Roth Sexually Assaulting Plaintiff on Jul y 8, 2018

192. Roth's ceñduct was recorded and witr.esacd by two of Plaintiff's friends and at

least one other IIG investigator that night.

193. In a text messagc to Greene on July 9, 2018, Marr confirmed that Roth had

sexually assaulted Plaintiff the night before.

7/9/2018 12:30:01 From: +12039180301 James- Mess night before drunk,
PM(UTC-4) Kanye Marr-

kissing her in front of new
To: +13477120743 guy then yesterday at mall

talking to her open mic

194. The next day, Roth fellowed Plaintiff to the Walt W'-l"-= Mall in Huntington

Station, New York. After she catcred the mall, Roth approached Plaintiff and apologized for his

physically aggressive behavior toward her the previous night. Roth tried to justify his actions by
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cli-ing, in sum and substa=ce, that he was only staying with his wife for fiña=cia reasons.

During his conversation with Plaintiff, Roth had inadvertently left on the microphone of his IIG

issued cc---"ations device. unm-ts later, Lisa Ribacoff called Roth and, after a brief

coñversation which Phintiff partially overheard, Roth abruptly left the mall and was ter-i=±d

from the investigation.

Text Messages Confirm Roth's Interactions with Plaintiff

195. In a text message sent to Greene, Roth confirmed that he was fired for conversing

with Plaintiff after leaving his mic on.

7/8/2018 8:04:37 PM(UTC- From: +15168359064 Saul- got fired talking to Sue.

4) lance Did you get paid after
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:09:50 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 Ah Lord

4) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:10:01 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 What happened?

4) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:10:18 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 Yeah took a month to pay
4) (owner) me and me demanding it

Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owne r)
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7/8/2018 8:17:29 PM(UTC- From: +15168359064 Saul- thanks

4) lance
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:30:11 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 What happañêd??

4) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:30:32 PM(UTC- From: +15168359064 Saul-
talking to sue. my stupid

4) lance phone went on
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:36:13 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 How etc?

4) (owner)
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:36:22 PM(UTC- From: +13477120743 Who told? Or where were

4) (owner) you?
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

7/8/2018 8:52:10 PM(UTC- From: +15168359064 Saul- lisa on phone

4) lance
Participants:
mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner),
+15168359064 Saul- lance,
+13477120743 (owner)

196. Shortly after Roth's termination from Plaintiff's investigation, Roth informed

Greene via text that he was plsññing on =ncñding Alec>hc>lies Anoñymous and confirmed that "I

fuck thing up when I
drink."
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7/8/2018 9:59:52 From: +15168359064 Saul- yea going to AA on thurs

PM(UTC-4) 1ance

Participants:

mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), +15168359064
Saul- lance, +13477120743

(owner)

7/8/2018 10:00:02 From: +13477120743 (owner) Fuck that

PM(UTC-4) Participants:

mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), +15168359064
Saul- lance, +13477120743

(owner)

7/8/2018 10:00:10 From: +15168359064 Saul- no have to

PM(UTC-4) 1ance

Participants:

mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), +15168359064
Saul- lance, +13477120743

(owner)

7/8/2018 10:00:25 From: +15168359064 Saul- i fuck thing up when i drink

PM(UTC-4) 1ance

Participants:

mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), +15168359064
Saul- lance, +13477120743

(owner)

7/8/2018 10:08:55 From: +13477120743 (owner) Ah okay

PM(UTC-4) Participants:

mikelwry@aol.com Yanti

Greene (owner), +15168359064
Saul- lance, +13477120743

(owne r)

197. Upon information and belief, Roth received still photographs from and/or portions

of a nonconsensual graphic video Greene recorded of Plaintiff's intimate body parts.

198. Roth was privy to sensitive and intimate information about Plaintiff's 0ñgaing

divorce and custody proceedings. Knowing that any surveillance information gathered could be
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used against her, Roth made it perfectly clear to Plaintiff that he and other Defendets were in

complete control over the information relayed to IIG.

199. Roth used his influence over Plaintiff's litigation, and her fear of retaliation, to

exploit Plaintiff into cñgaging in unwanted physical and intimate contact with him.

E. Defendant Ferdinand "Fred" Caravousanos

200. In early October 2018, while inside a CVS Pharmacy located in Plaiñview, New

York, Caravuüsanos, a former NYPD police officer and private investigator hired by IIG,

approached Plaintiff while she shopped and informed her that IIG was
"onto"

him and was aware

of his earlier interactions with her.

201. In late October 2018, Plaintiff attended a Halloween party at Bethpage State Park.

Caravuüsaños was assigñcd to surveil Plaintiff that day and cñtcrcd the bnading where the party

was held, shortly after Plaintiff.

202. Once inside, and in front of Plaintiff's friends and other patrons, Caravousanos

approached Plaintiff on the dance floor, began dsciñg with her and then, without warning or

prior consent, initiated unsolicited physical contact by placing his hands directly on Plaintiff's

waist.

203. While on the dance floor, Caraveüsaños told Plaintiff "it's worth risking [my] job

for this
moment."

Caravuasaños Sexually Assaults Plaintiff Outside Venue

204. Following the encounter on the dance floor, Caravousanos intercepted Plaintiff as

she exited the restroom, grabbed her by the arm, and pulled her toward an isolâted area outside

the venue. Plaintiff's friend abserved Caravousanos as he pulled Plaintiff by the arm and was
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shocked by his level of physical aggressiveness. Once cutside, Caravõüsanos, who is muscular,

stands approxi;3iately
5'

11", and weighs close to 260 lbs., pinned Plaintiff against the wall of the

building with his body, then initiated unwanted, unsolicited intimate physical contact by kissing

Plaintiff on her mouth for several minutes. Plaintiff struggled to break free but was üñable to

push Caravousanos off of her.

205. Plaintiff told Caravousanos to stop, but Caravousaños did not back off and

continued forcing himself on Plaintiff that evening.

206. In December 2018, Caraveüsaños approached Plaintiff while she shopped at

Bicesgdalc's, located inside the Walt Whitman Mall in Huntington Station, New York. While

Plaintiff shopped, Caraveüsanos initiated Enselicited physical contact by kissing Plaintiff on her

mouth in public. For the next hour or so, Caraveüsaños walked with Plaintiff from counter to

counter, holding her hand while she browsed.

207. On or about December 19, 2018, Plaintiff attended a private holiday party at the

Chelsea Mmsieñ in Brookville, New York. Much to Plaintiff's surprise, Caravousanous gaiñcd

access to the private event, approached and stood next to Plaintiff, while she conversed with

friends.

208. Uncomfortable with
Caravatisanon'

unexpected appearance and his inappropriate

insertion into her social circle, Plaintiff was forced to introduce Caravousañ0s as a
"friend"

to

other party guests and friends.

209. Caravaiisaians continued to be an impasmg prescñce throughout the cycñing, as he

sat with Plaintiff at her table, ate dinner with her, and cñgaged in intimate ecñversation,

revealing intimate details about his relationship with his then curreñt girlfriend. In an effort to
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build trust and make Plaintiff comfortable, Caraveüsanas said he phññad to break up with his

girlfriend but wanted to maintaiñ a
"connection"

with her for career purposes.

210. Caravousaños said his plan was to give his soon-to-be ex-girlfriend a promise ring

to "shut her
up."

Caravousanos told Plaintiff he was se:ppy in his rehtionship, did not get

along with his girlfriend's child, and had recently returned with them from a trip to Florida.

Plaintiff was uncomfortable with the entire conversation and found
Caravousanos'

statements to

be extremely inappropriate but was afraid to say a:rfthing which might anger or cause him to

retaliate.

Caravousaños Sexually
Acca'ato Plaintiff During and After a Holiday Event

211. Later that cycñiñg, Caraveüsañ0s led Plaintiff to a secluded area inside the venue

where he, without warning, initiated üñwañted intimate physical c0ñtact by kissing Plaintiff on

her mouth for several mim'tas. Followiñg his intimate contact, Caravousanos caressed Phintiff's

hand and discussed his intentions to request
"overnight"

shifts from HG so he could eñgage in

more intimate sexual contact with Plaintiff, without risk of being seen by other HG investigators.

212. After Plaintiff returned home, Caraveüsancs trespassed on her property, rang her

front accrucil, and conversed with Plaintiff while she spoke with her mother.

213. Later that same eveñiñg, Caraveüsanos followed Plaintiff to Charles Ave. Café, a

lounge in Hicksville, New York. That night, Caraveüsancs sat next to Plaintiff at the bar and, at

one point, directed Plaintiff to speak with a random customer, then sent those images to HG as

sury == evidence. After taking the required photos for HG, Carâvousanos continued

interacting with Plaintiff for several more miñütes, held her hand, and purchased an alcoholic

beverage for her at the bar.
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214. When Plaintiff exited the 10üñge, Caravousanos walked with Plaintiff toward her

vehicle; he then, without warning or prior consent, pushed Plaintiff against her vehicle and

initiated unwanted, unsolicited physical and intimate contact by kissing Plaintiff on her mouth

for several minutes.

215. On or about January 1, 2019, Plaintiff and her mother entered Besito, a restaurant

in Huntington New York. Caraveüsañ0s followed Plaintiff inside the restaurant. At the end of

her meal, Plaintiff walked to the restroom. Upon exiting the restroom, she found Caraveüsanos

waiting for her in the hallway. Carsvemanas engaged Plaintiff in brief conversation, then,

without warning or prior consent, initiated üñselicited, üñwañted intimate physical contact by

kissing Plaintiff on her mouth. When Caravousanos was finished, he walked with Plaintiff back

toward her table and kissed her again on her mouth, this time in front of her mother.

216. Caravousanos was privy to sensitive and intimate informatian about Plaintiff's

ongoing divorce and custody proceedings. Knowing that any surveillance information gathered

could be used agaiñst her, Caravousanos made it perfectly clear to Plaintiff that he and other

D4=d==±s were in complete control over the information relayed to IIG.

217. Caravonsanos used his influence over Plaintiff's litigation, and her fear of

retaliation, to exploit Plaintiff into engaging in unwanted physical and intimate ceñtact with him.

_yl.

GREENE ENGAGES IN FURTHER BAD ACTS

UPON CONCLUSION OF INVESTIGATION

218. Through litigation, Plaintiff would come to learn that Greene not only raped her

but illegally recorded noncoñscñsual graphic videos of her intimate body parts.
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219. In response to the instant action against him, Greene's outrageous litigation

strategy was to falsely accuse Plaintiff and claim he was raped by her. Greene asserted that he

was in possession of a single video, totaliñg 111 seconds, depicting a sexual encounter that

would conclusively establish that he, a former NYPD detective and alleged celebrity bodyguard,

was physically overpowered by Plaintiff.

220. The existence of the video he produced directly contradicts Greene's earlier

staterc.ents to Plaintiff that he did not record her on May 17, 2018.

221. During proceedings, Greene refused to produce the video, and it was only after

Plaintiff abini ·'
a court order that she was able to view the graphic video of her rape.

222. Analysis of embedded metadata established that the two video clips Greene

turned over were highly edited, with Greene falsely attesting to the court that the recordings he

supplied were the only footage from that night.

223. Plaintiff was forced to obtain several other court orders requiring Greene to

surrender the iPhone he used to record Plaintiff's rape, but Greene claimed it was
"stolen"

just

before the device was to be forensically analyzed.

Greene Co--ha Perjury, Claims he had No Additional Footage and Did Not Edit the Video

224. Greene submitted several documcats to this Court emphatically clsi-d-g that he

"in fact had no 'additional
footage,'"

and accused Plaintiff's attorney of lying when "he states

Greene is with‰g additional video footage of Susanne Gold-Smith raping him. Greene d_og

not possess any additional
video"

(emphasis added).

225. Greene's perjury would eventually come to light when, with the assistance of

forensic experts, Plaintiff was able to conclusively determine that Greene concealed several

minutes of footage of Plaintiff's rape from two different videos that he originally recorded. Even
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more appalUng, forcñsic experts discovered a second video lasting several miñütes that Greene

not only concealed from this court but recorded almost 10 miñütes earlier that night. The

diaouvered footage depicted Plaintiff in a near-cationic state with Greene repeatedly forcing

himself inside of her.

Greene's Editing of Noncoñscñsual Graphic Videos He Recorded of Plaintiff Suggests Guilt

226. After Greene destroyed his iPhone, forensic analysts were able to recover an

iCloud-based backup of his device.

227. Footage attalacd from Greene's iCloud backup evidcñces that Greene provided

cuüñsel for the parties in this lawsuit with carefully edited sc3-ncats from only one of the two

original videos he recorded. The shortened clips were clearly desigñed and specifically selected

by Greene to lead a viewer to believe that Plaintiff must have willingly participated.

228. The footage Greene chose to withhold contained visuals of Plaintiff in a near

estatonic state, with disheveled hair, her head jammed against the passenger door, her face

turned into the seatbelt well, and Greene's deliberate and forced positioning of her hands. Audio

from the recovered footage revealed Greene's disturbing editorializing of Plaintiff's rape with

sexually expEcit statenients from him such as "too
good"

and "I'm holding
back."

229. Upon information and belief, Greene undertook desperate measures to hide his

crimes, which included his conecalmcat of a second, earlier recording, his substantial editing of

the later recording to fit his false narrative, and his destruction of the device he used to produce

and store the original videos.
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Greene's Intentional and Strategic Recording of Plaintiff's Rap_e

230. Upon information and belief and, as supported by Greene's stated plan to "shut

down"
the lawsuit initiated by Plaintiff agains: IIG, Greene recorded Plaintiff's rape to use as

blackmail or leverage over her because he knew, at a - -
-n2, if the footage was ever shared

with IIG or her husband, it would cause catastrophic damage to Plaintiff's ongoing litigation.

231. Further, Greene was aware of Plaintiff's resources due to his advance access to

and review of her matrimanial complai=ts and knew there would be significant value in

obtaining video of Plaintiff in such a compromised state.

232. Greene's victim A-
-g, and his outrageous, ü=:ñpparted, and refuted false

accusations that Plaintiff raped him, have only further - ':÷d and inflicted severe emotional

distress upon Plaintiff.

233. Greene used the nonconsensual graphic video he produced of Plaintiff to cause

her extreme embarr-... at, financia harm, and emotional distress.

234. Greene's motivation for recording of nonconsensual graphic videos to harm

Plaintiff in this action is only accen*nated by the fact that Greene edited the clips provided on

scsisd dates in this litigation. One clip was edited days after Greene was served with the

original complaint Another was edited on the same day Plaintiff filed her first order to show

cause, preventing disscrc.ir.2.tion of the video. The rcss-ing clips were edited on the deadEne

provided by the Court for Greene to turn over the nonconsensual videos.
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Greene Sends Plaintiff Thrcatcñiñg Text Messages Referencing the Nonconsen:;ual Video

235. In the summer of 2019, Plaintiff and her son in law received phone calls and

thrc=t
=ing text messages cent=kkg specific references to the nonconscasual graphic video

Greene recorded of Plaintiff on May 17, 2018.

236. The text messages stated that the sender would upload the nonconsensual videos

to websites, i ding YouTube, and disclose the video to Plaintiff's minor child, her minor

child's private school, the social security disability
ad-4= ation, and child protective services.

237. Plaintiff was terrified. She was at her son-in-law's home the moment the

messages were received, Icaving her with the unsettling fccling that she had been followed that

night and observed by Greene.

B .. mo

<e
+1(929) 318-9748>

Text Message
Today4:54 PM

getting a video
of mommy sex video
wanna peak?

Pay attention -wanna
sing and sex ? Does
ssd friends academy-

child welfare know?

Sussane u sing or sex?

You tube star

will know all

Threatening Text Message Received by Pl ainti ff Referencing Greene
'

s Videos

Greene Violated Nassau County and New York City Revenge Porn Statutes

238. In 2019, Plaintiff learned that Greene shared nonconscasual graphic videos and

images he recorded of Plaintiff's intimate body parts with numerous third parties.
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239. Upon information and belief, Greene diss =ª=atad the noncons -====¹ graphic

videos and/or stills of Plaintiff's intimate body parts to third parties with the sole intention of

causiñg Plaintiff severe emotional distress and financial harm.

CONCLUSION

240. Text messages and other internal co-- ations recovered from Greene's

iCloud backup evidcñce that IIG's investigators eñgaged in ongoing inappropriate contact with

Plaintiff, the subject of their investigation. Ultimately, this inappropriate contact between IIG's

investigators and Plaintiff as well as IIG's encenragemcat and reward for such conduct, led to

the rapes cc-- "ad by Defer.dar.ts Custodio and Greene, and the sexual assaults ce--Med by

Defeñdañts Dux, Roth, and Caraveüsanos. Collectively, the crimes ecr-- "ad by Defendants

agaiñst Plaintiff have negatively disrupted and impacted her life in the most profound way, and

Plaintiff continues to suffer long term physical, emotional, and psychological repercussions as a

result of Defendant's actions.

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(BATTERY - AS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

241. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

242. The
Defenda=ts'

üñwanted, üñlawful and non-coñscñsual acts against Plaintiff,

ammanted to a series of harmful and offensive ceñtacts to Plaintiff s person all of which were

done intentionally by the Defcedañts to Gold Smith and without Plaintiff s consent.

243. As a direct result of the aforementioned batteries, Plaintiff has susta.ined in the

past and will continue to sustaiñ in the future, severe psychological and emotional distress,

mental añgaish, embarrassment and humiliation.
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244. As a direct and proximate result of the aforc= =tioned batteries, Plaintiff has

enstned in the past, and will contim1e to sustain in the future, emotional pain and suffering,

serious and severe psychningical and emotional distress, mcñtal anguish, embarrassment and

humiliation.

245. As a direct and proximate result of the aforemer.tioned batteries, Plaintiff has

incurred medical expenses and other economic damages and continues to be in a distressed

emotional state and will be obligated to expend sums of money for = dic=1 care and attention in

an effort to cure hcrsclf of her emotional injuries and to alleviate her pain and suffering,

emotional distress, mental anguish, embarrassment and h==m=tion.

246. Plaintiff was üñable and continues to be unable and for some time to come, to

pursue her usual activities due to her psychological and amatianal iñjuries and damage she

setM= 4 due to the aforementioned batteries.

247. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff was caused to sustain severe and scricas

mental anguish as a result thereof, and upon information and belief these injuries are of a

per-==c=t and lasting nature; that said Plaintiff was incapacitated from attending her regular

activities and was caused to expend sums of money for medical care on her own behalf.

248. By reason of the foregoing, the Plaintiff, is entitled to compensatory damages

from the D =d==±a in such sums as a jury would find fair, just, and adequate, and the Plaintiff,

is further entitled to punitive and exemplary damages from the Defe=d:-ts in such sums as a jury

would find fair, just and appropriate to deter said da£-=d =± and others from future si-.ilac

conduct.

249. The amount of damages sought exceeds the jurisdiction of all lower courts that

would otherwise have jurisdiction.
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250. This action falls within the exceptions of Article 16 of the C.PL.R.

251. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff has been damaged in a sum of money

having a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(ASSAULT- AS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

252. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

253. The
Defendants'

unsoucited, üñwañted and improper acts against Plaintiff,

amounted to a series of events which created a reasonable apprehensioñ in Plaintiff of imniediate

harmful or offensive contact to Plaintiff's persoñ, all of which were done intentionany by the

Dcfcñdants to Plaintiff without Gold- Smith's consent.

254. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned assanit, Gold- Smith has

siastair.cd in the past, and will continue to sustain in the future, emotional pain and suffering,

serious and severe psychological and emotional distress, mental anguish, embarrassment and

humiliation.

255. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned asseülts, Plaintiff has

incurred medical expenses and other economic damages and will now be obligated to expend

sums of money for medical care and attention in an effort to cure herself of her psychological

iñjuries and to alleviate her emotional distress, mental anguish, embarrassment and
hur!'

±ion.

256. Plaintiff was unable and continues to be unable for some time to come, to pursue

her usual activities all due to the, psychological and emotional injuries and damage she sñstñsd

due to the aforementioned assaults.
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257. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff is entitled to compensatory damages from the

Defeñdañts such sums as a jury would find fair, just and adeqüste, and the Plaintiff, is further

entitled to punitive and exemplary damages from the Dcfr=a:=te in such sums as a jury would

find fair, just and appropriate to deter said defeñdant and others from future cimilar misecaduct.

258. The amnunt of damages sought exceeds the jurisdiction of all lower courts, which

would otherwise have jurisdiction.

259. This action falls within the exceptions to Article 16 of the C.PL.R.

260. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff has been damaged in a sum of money

having a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS FOR AN THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

(INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS -

AS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

261. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

262. The Defenda=+= engaged in outrageous conduct towards Plaintiff, with the

intention to cause, or with reckless disregard for the probability of causing, Plaintiff to suffer

severe emotional distress.

263. As a proximate result of the aforementioned assaults and batteries to Plaintiff, she

has suffered and contimrs to suffer extreme acñtal distress, her:¹:vion, añgaish and emotional

and physical injuries, as well as economic losses, all of her damages in amounts to be proven at

trial.

264. The Defcñdañts co- "^d the acts alleged herein = =¹icir-naly, and oppressively

with the wrongful intention of injuring Plaintiff from an improper motive amnunting to malice
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and in conscious disregard of Plaintiff's rights, entitling Plaintiff to recover punitive damages in

amounts to be proven at trial.

265. The amount of damages sought exceeds the jurisdiction of all lower courts which

would otherwise have jurisdiction.

266. This action falls within the excepnons to Article 16 of the C.PL.R.

267. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff has been imaged in a sum of money

having a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(AIDING AND ABETTING - AS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

268. During the course of their surycimr.ce of the Plaintiff, the Defendants worked

together in concert to sexually aacadt and harass her.

269. The Defcñdants, acting individually, but for the benefit of one another, actively

solicited, encouraged, aided and abetted their co-Defendsts in the sexual assaults of Plaintiff.

270. Plaintiffs suffered damages by the Defendants aiding and abetting one another

during their sexual assaults and intendonal infliction of emotional distress.

271. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff has been damaged in a sum of money

having a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(AIDING AND ABETTING - AS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

272. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.
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273. At all times herein, Defendants, individually and colicci.ively, had a duty to

exercise requisitc care and professional standards to properly investigate the Plaintiff.

274. Defendants, individually and collectively, breached their duty to Plaintiff by

violating the profe--;--nal standards through having ce--lcations with Plaintiff and sexually

assaulting her.

275.
Defendants'

individGal and collective malpractice, ñcgligence, carelessness,

breach of duty described herein were the foreseeable, direct and proximate causes of Plaintiff's

assault and injuries.

276. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff has been damaged in a sum of money

having a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(VIOLATION OF THE NASSAU COUNTY REVENGE PORN STATUTE - AS

AGAINST DEFENDANT GREENE)

277. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

278. On June 19, 2019, Plaintiff learned for the first time, that Greene illegally

recorded ñoneonscñsual graphic videos of her during the May 17, 2018 sexual assault

279. Plaintiff viewed the recordings for the first time on or about Septciñber 2019 and

was in complete shock and dismay.

280. Plaintiff in no way coñseñted to the video recordings produced by Greene.

281. The videos appear to have been filmed on Greene's iPhone 7 Plus.
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282. It appears Greene carefully choreographed the camera angles, style, and degree of

sexual explicitness in the videos provided, with the intention to cause as much h:-2'2='ion and

embarrassment of Plaintiff as possible.

283. Greene was aware of Plaintiff's brain injury and should have known the effects

from alcohol would be much more pronounced in a person with such a condition. Despite his

vast knowledge and training, Greene intenticñally took advantage of Plaintiff's compromised

state, cñgaged in sexual activity with the very subject of the investigation for which he was hired,

and illegally recorded Plaintiff and her intimate body parts, inside a vehicle used by him in his

capacity as private investigator for IIG, during the early morning hours of May 17, 2018.

284. Greene then threatened to disclose the video.

285. Such disclosure included sending text messages of the Plaintiff cñgaged in the

nonconsensual act and uploading the images to various porn sites.

286. Greene thrc=±cnad to disclose the images to Plaintiff's child, family members and

other individuals.

287. The images depicted the Plaintiff and she was identifiable to other individuals.

288. Greene made the threat, and disclosed the images, with the intention of causing

the Plaintiff to suffer ecanamic, physical or substantial emotional harm and distress.

289. Greene recorded the video with the intention of causing the Plaintiff to suffer

eccñomic, physical or substantial emotional harm and distress.

290. Greene disclosed the video to several individuala with the intention of c==siñg the

Plaintiff to suffer ecanamic, physical or subst=ntial emational harm and distress.

291. As a result of the Greene's actions, Greene is liable for:

a. Compensatory and punitive damages;

b. Injunctive and declaratory relief;
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c.
Attorneys'

fees and costs; and

d. Such other relief as a court may deem appropriate.

292. Plaintiff d-ands judgmcat against Greene in an amaüñt to be determined upon

the trial of this action; said amount being sufficient to compensate Plaintiff for her severe iñjuries

as well as an amount sufficient to punish Greene for his willful, wañton, reckless, and unlawful

conduct censdtnting a complete and reckless distcgard for Plaintiff, together with iñterest,

attorneys'
fees, costs, and disbursemcats in this action; and said amaüñt exceeding the

jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction

AS FOR A SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(VIOLATION OF THE NEW YORK CITY REVENGE PORN STATUTE - AS
AGAINST DEFENDANT GREENE)

293. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

294. Greene recorded his rape of Plaintiff without her permission or consent.

295. Defcñdañt Greene then thr e a d to disclose the video of Plaintiff's rape with0üt

her consent.

296. Greene recorded the video with the intention of causing the Plaintiff to suffer

economic, physical or substandal ematianal harm and distress.

297. Greene disclosed the video to several individuals with the intention of causing

the Plaintiff to suffer economic, physical or suhatar.tial emotional harm and distress.

298. Plaintiff is readily identifiable in the video.

299. Although a criminal statute, the code provides for civil remedies:

e. Compensatory and punitive damages;
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f. Injunctive and declaratory relief;

g. Attorneys' fees and costs; and

h. Such other relief as a court may deem appropriate.

300. As a result of Greene's actions, the Plaintiff demeds judgmcat for any actual

damages which exceed the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would have otherwise

have jurisdici.ion of this matter, together with damages for pain and suffering and punitive

damages, attaracy's fees, costs of this litigation, injüñctive relief prcycating Defendant Greene

from dissemim±ing the video and any images, and such other relief as the Court deems equitable

and just.

AS FOR AN EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(VIOLATION OF NEW YORK STATE REVENGE PORN STATUTE CIVIL RIGHTS

LAW 52-A- AS AGAINST DEFENDANT GREENE)

301. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

302. Greene recorded his rape of Plaintiff witheat her permission or c0ñscñt.

303. Defeñdañt Greene then threatened to disclose the video of Phintiff's rape withõüt

her consent.

304. Greene recorded the video with the intention of causing the Plaintiff to suffer

ce0ñomic, physical or substantial emotional harm and distress.

305. Greene diselesed the video to several individuals with the intention of causiñg the

Plaintiff to suffer ecanamic, physical or substantial emotional harm and distress.

306. Greene threater.ed to disclose the video with the intention of causiñg the Plaintiff

to suffer economic, physical or substantial emotional harm and distress.

307. Plaintiff is readily identifiable in the video.

308. Althcagh a criminal statute, the code provides for civil remedies:
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i. Compensatory and punitive damages;
j. Injunctive and declaratory relief;

k. Attorneys' fees and costs; and

1. Such other relief as a court may deem appropriate.

309. As a result of Greene's actions, the Plaintiff demsds judgment for any actual

damages which exceed the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would have otherwise

have jurisdiction of this matter, together with damages for pain and suffering and punitive

damages, attorney's fees, costs of this litigation, injüüetive relief preventing Greene from

dissemins.ting the video and any images, and such other relief as the Court deems equitable and

just.

AS FOR A NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENCE/RECKLESSNESS - AS AGAINST DEFENDANT GREENE)

310. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

311. Defced=nt Greene ñcgligently and recklessly exposed Plaintiff to sexually

tres:-dned diseases by sexually assaulting her during the same time he was potentially

frequenting escort and prostitution services.

312. D-£-nannt had a duty not to interact with Plaintiff, a duty not to rape and sexüally

assault her, and clearly a duty not to tresmit or potentiany tresmit diseases to Plaintiff during

the assaults.

313. Defendant Greene breached the duty of care by sexually assaulting Plaintiff and

potentially exposing her to ec--±able diseases.
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314. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff have been damaged in a sum of money

haviiig a present value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AS FOR A TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR)

315. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

316. Defendants Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC. were responsible

for the operation, practices, retention, hiring, supervision, fr=iñg, control and discipline of Dux

and Greene.

317. Drfr=d==+2 Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC. employed Dux

and Greene.

318. Dux and Greene were involved in sexually assaulting Plaintiff were at all times

herein mendoned, acting in such capacity as the agent, servant and employee of Dafa=a==ts Ty

Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

319. As described above, the aforesaid actions of the Dux and Greene were done in

their capacity as officers, agents, servants and/or cmployees of Defcñdsets Ty Dux Inc. and

Michael Greene & Associates LLC, were neglige;1t, willful, intentional, unwarranted and/or

constituted an assault and battery upon Plaintiff, and those actions were requested, approved

and/or ratified by Defendants Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

320. Dux and Greene were acting in furtherance of their employment with Defend=ts

Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.
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321. Dux and Greene were acting for the benefit and under the direction of Defendante

Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

322. Dux and Greene's tortious conduct flows directly from their employment by

Defendante Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

323. As a result of the Defendants Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC

and their
employees'

actions, Plaintiff has been damaged.

324. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiffs have been damaged in a sum of money

hav ñg a prcscñt value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

AND AS FOR AN ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENCE)

325. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations stated above as if fully set forth

herein.

326. Defendante
Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC were negligcñt in

their supervision and control of Dux and Greene; their failing to provide for the safety of the

Plaintiff; their failing to warn the Plaintiff; their failing to remedy the situation; their failing to

employ trained investigators; their failing to employ certified investigators; their hiring practices;

their failing to properly train and supervise their agents, servañts and/or employees; their failing

to properly investigate prior similar comp!=ints; their failing to take ñccessary precautions to

protect Plaintiff following prior similar complaints; their failing to employ traiñcd and proficient

personnel; in setting a trap for the plaintiff; in failing to prevent said occurrences although

Defeñdañts Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC had opportunity to do so; in
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causing and creating a dangerous condition for Plaintiff; in failing to take the necessary steps to

protect the health and welfare of Plaintiff; in failing to properly and adequately instruct and/or

train its agents, scrvants and/or employees; and in being 0therwise negligcñt, careless and/or

reckless during the investigation.

327. That the acts and/or omiccians of Defendante
Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene &

Associates LLC, its agents, servants and/or employees, were negligent, carcless and/or reckless,

withest cause or reason, and without regard to the Plaintiff.

328. Plaintiff's injuries were proximately caused by the int-tional, careless, reckless

and/or ñcgligcñt conduct of Defcñdañts Ty Dux Inc. and Michael Greene & Associates LLC.

329. That the injuries sustained by Plaintiff were caused by Defendants Ty Dux Inc.

and Michael Greene & Associates LLC, its servants, agents and/or employees, without any

negligence on the part of the plaintiff contributing thereto.

330. That, by reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff have been damaged in a sum of money

having a prcscñt value which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would

otherwise have jurisdiction of this matter.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgement against Defendants in such sum as a jury would

find fair, adequate and just containing the following relief:

A. An award of damages in an amannt to be determined at trial, plus prejudgment

interest, to comper.we Plaintiff for all moñctary and/or economic harm; harm to her

personal and profemainnal reputations; for all non-monetary and/or compensatory harm,

including but not limited to, compensation for mental anguish, emotional distress and

humm±ion; all other monetary and/o non-monetary losses suffered by Plaintiff; and that

by reason of the foregaing, Plaintiff sustained damages in a sum of not less than

TWENTY MILLION ($20,000,000) DOLLARS pursuant to C.P.L.R. §3017, on each

cause of action, which exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all lower courts;

B. An award of punitive damages;
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C An award of costs that Plaintiff has incurred in this action, as well as Phintiff s

reascaabic attorney's fees to the fullest extent permitted by law; and

D. Such other and further relief as this Honorable Court may deem just and proper.

Dated: New York, New York

December 17, 2020

Daniel Szalkiewicz & Associates, P.C.

By: Daniel S. Szalkiewicz, Esq.
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VERIFICATIOTi
STATE OF NEW YORK }

} S.S.:
COUNTY OF NASSAU }

Susanne Gold-Smith, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That deponent is the named Plaintiff in the within action; that she has read the foregoingVerified Amended Complaiid and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true to deponent'sown knowledge except those matters therein stated to be alleged upon irles-ation and belief andthat, as to those matters, she believes them to be true.

SÜ5ANNE GOLD-SMITH

Sworn to before me this
day of December, 2020

b i

CHRISTABELLDRESCI O
NotaryPublic- Stateof Yor

NO.01RE6281047
Qualifiedin NassauCountyMy CommissionExpiresMay13,2021
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